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Tri-Town Volunteer Central Street 624-2323
ASSESSOR 4 Union Street 485-4747
BUILDING INSPECTOR 4 Union Street Monday-Friday 8:00-12:00 485-4747
Wednesday 8:00-3:30
COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM 155 Main Street 485-7824
CONSERVATION COMMISSION 4 Union Street
FIRE DEPARTMENT Pembroke Street EMERGENCY 225-3355
All Other 485-3621
HEALTH DEPARTMENT RFD 2, Pembroke Street 485-3770
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 8 Exchange Street 485^422
LIBRARY Pembroke Street Monday & Friday 1:00-8:30 485-7851
Tuesday 10:00-5:00
Wed. & Thurs. 1:00-5:00
Sat. (winter) 10:00-12:00
PLANNING BOARD 4 Union Street
POLICE DEPARTMENT 4 Union Street 485-3421



















Administrative Assistant 4 Union Street 485-4747
SEWER COMMISSION P.O. Box 138 485-5600
TAX COLLECTOR 4 Union Street Monday - Friday 8:00-2:00 485-7238
TOWN CLERK 155 Main Street Monday-Friday 8:00-1:00
Wednesday 5:00-7:00
485-2414
TOWN TREASURER 4 Union Street
Monday-Friday 8:00-4:00 485-3362
485-4747







Together with the Reports of the Road Agent
and other Officers of the Town for the Fiscal Year
Ending December 31, 1987
Resolution
WHEREAS, he served as tax collector of the Town of Pembroke from 1948-1955; and
WHEREAS, he served as a representative to the General Court of the State of New Hampshire representing
the Town of Pembroke during 1956 and 1957; and
WHEREAS, he served as a member of the Pembroke Town Budget Committee from 1958 until 1969 and during
most of this period was Chairman of the Budget Committee; and
WHEREAS, during his Chairmanship of the Budget Committee and under his guidance, appropriate equip-
ment reserve funds were established, a new school was built and most of the town's major equip-
ment was replaced while the tax stayed at a reasonable and stable level; and
WHEREAS, he served as town counsel from 1957 to 1979 and provided the critically important guidance which
enabled the Town of Pembroke to finance the largest public works project in its history on a basis
which was sufficiently favorable so that principal and interest payments on the money borrowed
have had no negative impact on our tax rate; and
WHEREAS, he served as President of the Suncook Bank from 1969 to 1985 and Chairman of the Board from
1974 to 1985.
NOW, THEREFORE, be it RESOLVED that for his long years of devotion to the Town, its citizens and its in-
terests K. Donald Woodbury be recognized as Pembroke's
CITIZEN OF THE YEAR FOR 1987
and that this resolution, designating these services by which our special gratitude and approbation has been
earned, be delivered to Don and inscribed in the permanent records of this Town as a sign for all prosperity
that this is the kind of citizenship that builds communities, nurtures their cohesiveness and serves as an example
to their youth of what one citizen can contribute.
Dated in Pembroke, New Hampshire this Twenth-First day of March 1987
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Town Officials, Boards, Committees & Commissions
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Meetings: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.
Daryl Borgman, Chairman — 1988
Harold Paulsen — 1989
Roy Annis (res.) - 1990
David Stack — Administrative Assistant
SEWER COMMISSION
Meetings: 3rd Tuesday of the month, 7:00 p.m.
Michael Loso, Chairman — 1988
Andre O. St. Germain — 1989
Roger Martin — 1990
BOARD OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
Meetings: 2nd Saturday of the month
Armand Nolin, Chairman — 1988
Maurice Lavoie — 1989 Helen Petit — 1991
Michael Bobblis - 1990 William Stanley — 1992
Maurice Lavoie, Superintendent
Andre O. St. Germain, Office Manager
TAX COLLECTOR
Nancy Clifford, Tax Collector
Edith Lakowicz, Dep. Tax Collector
TOWN CLERK
John B. Goff, Town Clerk
James Goff, Dep. Town Clerk
ASSESSOR
Donald Dollard, Assessor
Isabelle Racine, Asst. Assessor
PLANNING BOARD
Meetings: 2nd & 4th Tuesday of the month
Patricia A. Fair, Chairperson — 1989
David Harrigan, Vice-Chair — 1990
Brian Tufts — 1990 Larry Young, Sr. — 1988
Cindy Lewis — 1989 Larry Wurster — 1988
Alternates:
Norman Provencher — 1989 George Fryer — 1988
Fay Donaghey — 1990 Vacant — 1989
Vacant — 1988
BUILDING INSPECTOR
Lissa A. Dorfman, Building Inspector/
Code Enforcement
Jack Hoadley, Fire Inspector/Life Safety Officer
BOARD OF HEALTH
Dr. Vincent Greco, Health Officer
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Meetings by notice: 7:00 Fire Station
Donna Severance, Chairwoman—1988
Richard Kelsea—1990 William Bonney—1989




Thomas Connell, Road Agent
Henry Malo, Foreman
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Lucien L. Bouffard, Chief of Police
Lt. Wayne Cheney, Supervisor/Training Officer
Sgt. Larry Houghton, Prosecutor/Juvenile Officer
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Gordon Riedesel, Chairman — 1989
Mike Payeur — 1989 Charles Whittemore — 1990
Dale Robinson - 1988 Ted Natti — 1990
Mark Munroe — 1990 Tom Beaulieu — 1990
Dr. Vincent Greco, Alternate — 1991
Susan Seidner, Alternate — 1991
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST
Dale Robinson — 1988
Linda Smith - 1989




Voter Registration 8:00 - 1:00 in
the Town Clerk's Office
Roland Young, Jr. - 1988
Barbara Payne - 1990
Manson Donaghey — 1992
CEMETERY COMMISSION
Lorette Girard — 1988 Robert Bourque - 1989
Stanley Prescott, II - 1989 Arthur Fowler - 1990
Kenneth Fowler — 1990
TOWN HALL BUILDING COMMITTEE
Daryl Borgman Stephen Richard
Roy Annis Cindy Lewis
Harold Paulsen Richard Pitman
Charles Connor David Stack
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Charles Connor, Chairman — 1988
Florence Woods — 1988 Floyd Smith — 1989
Ingrid Lemaire — 1988 John Fillmore — 1990
Manson Donaghey — 1989 Donald Hill — 1990
Arthur Fowler — 1989 James Goff - 1990
Daryl Borgman, Selectman
Ryland Weisiger, School Board
BULKY WASTE STUDY COMMITTEE
Dale Robinson, Chairman
Dan Plourde Roy Annis
Richard Chase Brian Tufts





Helen Lafond, St. Michaels Church
Walter Batchelder
Steve Fowler
OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE





Regis Lemaire, Youth Program
Roger Ingerson, Lion's Club
Betty Thompson, Pembroke Women's Club
Regina Frost & Pat Crafts, Crafts & Flea Market
Members at Large:
Michelle Petit Gary Todd
Kelly Evarts Charles Whittemore
Ann Hasbany
Daryl Borgman
OLD SUNCOOK VILLAGE VITALIZATION COMMITTEE
Louis Brissette, Chairman Ingrid Lemaire, Secretary/Treasurer
Armand Martel Louise Roberts Richard Weaver
Minutes Of The Annual Town Meeting
For The Town Of Pembroke, N.H.
March 10, 1987
The meeting was opened at 7:00 a.m. by Moderator Whittemore with prayer and the reading of the warrant.
It was moved by Daryl Borgman and seconded by Tom Petit that we act on articles #1 and #2 at this time and
defer the balance of the warrant until 10:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 14, 1987 at the Pembroke Academy
Auditorium. Motion Passed.
ARTICLE #1 To choose all necessary town officers for the ensuing year:
Town Clerk for one year
Town Treasurer for one year
Selectman for three years
Water Commissioner for five years
Sewer Commissioner for three years
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years




















ARTICLE #2 Do you approve of having two sessions for the annual town meeting in this town. The first ses-
sion for choice of town officers elected by official ballot and other action required to be inserted
on said official ballot, and the second session, on a date set by the selectmen, for the transaction
of other business?:
YES: 304 NO: 251 (Article Passed)
ARTICLE #3 To see if the town will vote:
(a) To raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $350,000 to construct a town office building
on town property on Pembroke Street and to make necessary renovations to the incarceration
area in the basement of the Police Department building. This amount will cover the cost of ar-
chitectural fees, construction and renovations, possible *lnecessary] additional land acquisition, and
(b) To borrow in the name of the Town by the issue of serial notes or bonds in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and amendments thereto, and any other
statutes thereto, enabling a sum not exceeding $350,000 for the purpose of defraying the cost
of the foregoing and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment and
rate of interest on such notes and bonds and to take such other actions as mav be necessarv to
effect the issuance and sale of such bonds and notes, provided that any interest received or available
may likewise be applied to the project to the maximum extent permitted by law, and
(c) To authorize the Selectmen to do all things necessary or convenient to carry the foregoing
into effect, including without limitation the employment of architects and engineers and the ex-
ecution in the name of the town of contract or contracts for the construction of the town office
building and the renovation of the police department building, *[and the acquisition of land].
Moved by Daryl Borgman, seconded by Ted Natti to accept
Moved by Ted Natti, seconded by Tom Connolly to amend
The amendments appear in brackets in italics above:
*(a) Possible additional land acquisition changed to
*Necessary additional land acquisition
*(c) "and the acquisition of land" was added (Motion to amend passed)
It was moved by Brian Tufts and seconded by Carl Allgeyer to postpone further action on the
article until September 12th, 1987 at 1000 a.m.
ARTICLE #4 To see if the Town will vote:
(a) To raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $264,000 to reconstruct a portion of Pembroke
Hill Road from Pembroke Street to the Hill School entrance, and
(b) To borrow in the name of the Town by the issue of serial notes or bonds in accordance with
the provisions of the municipal finance act (RSA-33) and amendments thereto, and any other
statutes thereto, enabling a sum not exceeding $132,000 for the purpose of defraying the cost
of the foregoing and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment and
rate of interest on such notes and bonds and to take such other actions as may be necessary to
effect the issurace and sale of such bonds and notes, provided that any interest received or available
may likewise be applied to the project to the maximum extent permitted by law, and
(c) To authorize the Selectmen to do all things necessary or convenient to carry the foregoing
into effect, including without limitation, the employment of engineers, and the execution in the
name of the town of contract or contracts for the reconstruction of Pembroke Hill Road. (This
article approved by the Budget Committee)
Moved by Floyd Smith and seconded by Shirley Whittemore to approve
Paper ballot vote: YES: 162 NO: 59 (Article approved)
ARTICLE #5 To see if the Town will vote:
(a) To raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $354,550 for the following purposes:
$165,000 for a pumper truck for use by the Fire Department;
93,000 for a rubbish packer for use by the Rubbish Department;
65,000 for a large truck with snow plow for use by Highway Department;
21,000 for a small truck with snow plow for use by Highway Department;
10,550 for a small 4WD pickup truck for use by the Police Department; and
(b) To borrow in the name of the Town by the issue of serial notes or bonds in accordance with
the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA-33) and amendments thereto, and any other
statutes thereto, enabling a sum not exceeding $236,366 for the purpose of defraying the cost
of the foregoing and to authorize the Selectmen to determine the time and place of payment and
rate of interest on such notes and bonds and to take such other actions as may be necessar) to
effect the issuance and sale of such bonds and notes, provided that any interest received or a\ ailable
may likewise be applied to the project to the maximum extent permitted by law, and
(c) To authorize the Selectmen to do all things necessary or convenient to carry the foregoing
into effect. (This article approved by the Budget Committee.)
Moved by Daryl Borgman and seconded by Chester Martel to approve
Paper ballot vote: YES: 163 NO: 58 (Article appm
ARTICLE #7
ARTICLE #8
ARTICLE #6 To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:l-c which authorized any town
or city to elect not to assess, levy and collect resident tax.
Moved by Daryl Borgman and seconded by Patricia Bonenfant to approve
(Article approved)
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to appoint a Road Agent under
RSA 231:62, commencing at the annual Town Meeting in March 1988.
Moved by Harold Paulsen and seconded by Patricia Bonenfant to approve
(Article approved)
To see if the Town will authorize its Selectmen, per RSA 673:6, to appoint to the Planning Board
two (2) additional alternate members, bringing the total number of alternate members to five (5).
Moved by Floyd Smith and seconded by Larry Young to approve
(Article approved)
To see if the Town will vote to close out the Main Street Capital Reserve Fund by transferring
$40,000 plus all interest to the Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, and withdrawing 520,000 for
the Main Street construction. (This article is approved by the Budget Committee.)
Moved by Tom Connolly and seconded by Alan Topliff to approve
(Article approved)
ARTICLE #10 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the purchase and installation of Amoskeag Lights in
order to complete the downtown area, in conjunction with the Main Street Construction Project,
and to appropriate for such purpose an amount not to exceed $30,145. (This article approved by
the Budget Committee.)





To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed $20,303 for the
purpose of covering cost overruns on the Main Street Construction Project, $10,303 of which is
for construction costs and $10,000 of which is for Main Street Utility move. (This article approved
by the Budget Committee.)
Moved by Floyd Smith and seconded by Daryl Borgman to approve
(Article appro:
To see if the Town will vote to appropriate and authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing
Fund the amount of $3,956.18 (the December 31,1986 balance), plus any accrued interest, for use
as setoffs against budgeted appropriations for the following specific purposes or take any other
action hereon:
Street Lighting $3,956.18 (plus interest)
(This article approved by the Budget Committee.)
Moved by Daryl Borgman and seconded by Shirley Whittemore to approve
(Article approved)
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ARTICLE #13 To see if the Town of Pembroke will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed $1,500
to contribute to the Regional Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program. This program
will enhance the proper disposal of hazardous household products, such as paint thinner, solvents,
pesticides and the like. (This article approved by the Budget Committee.)
Moved by Kay Fowler and seconded by Dan Chase to approve
(Article approved)
ARTICLE #14 To see if the Town will vote to create a Capital Reserve Fund for future sewer and water line
extensions and to appropriate the sum of $16,632 in the current year. (This article approved by the
Budget Committee.)
Moved by Ernest Petit and seconded by Armand Nolin to dismiss
Move to dismiss failed YES: 52 NO: 70
Moved by Harold Paulsen and seconded by Alan Topliff to approve
(Article approved)
ARTICLE #15 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Moved by Roy Annis and seconded by Charles Albee to approve
(Article approved)
ARTICLE #16 To see if the Town will vote to authorize its Selectmen to sell any real estate which the Town
may have acquired by deed as a result of non-payment of taxes or acquired by deed or security
for the completion of any development, and to authorize the Selectmen to give a deed in the
name of the Town, to the purchaser of such land.




To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend without
further action by the Town Meeting, money from the state, federal, or other governmental unit
or a private source which becomes available during the 1987 budget year, provided that such
expenditure be made for purposes for which the Town may appropriate money and that such
expenditure not require the expenditure of other Town funds. Further, that the Selectmen hold
a public hearing pripr to accepting and spending such money. (This article is approved by the Budget
Committee.)
Moved by Andy St. Germain and seconded by Brian Tufts to approve
(Article approved)
(By petition) to see if the Town will vote to amend the list of roads discontinued as open highwa) S
and made subject to gates and bars as contained in Article 8 of the 1957 Town Meeting as follow s:
Open Seventh Range Road beginning from Cross Country Road, 1300 feet to a
dead end. Further, to authorize the Board of Selectmen to remove the gates and
bars only after the petitioners have provided gravel (1) one foot in depth and
twenty-two (22) feet wide and drainage to the satisfaction of the Road Agent.
This will be done at no cost to the Town.
Moved by George Fryer and seconded by Brian Tutts to dismiss
(Artk le dismissed)
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ARTICLE #19 To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives to the General Court to take
all necessary measures to ensure that no low level radioactive waste from the Seabrook Nuclear
Plant shall be stored within the Town of Pembroke unless and until the proposed site of the pro-
posed storage and disposal has been approved by the voters of the Town at the Annual Town
Meeting by written ballot.
Moved by Vincent E. Greco and seconded by Roy Annis to approve
(Article approved)
ARTICLE #20 To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing year
and make appropriations to the same.
Moved by Donald Hill and seconded by Connie Griffith to accept
Moved by Donald Hill and seconded by Henry Munroe to increase the Fire Department as
approved by the Budget Committee by $7500 to $92,078 less the $350,000 under Town Buildings
to be voted on at the September 12, 1987 session of this meeting.
(Article approved as amended)
ARTICLE #21 To hear the reports of auditors, agents and committees or of officers heretofore chosen, and to
pass any vote relating thereto.
Moved by Vincent Greco and seconded by Roy Annis to accept the reports printed in the
Town Report.
(Article accepted)
ARTICLE #22 To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting:
Recognition was given to K. Donald Woodbury as Citizen of the Year.
The Proclamation is printed elsewhere in this report.





Minutes Of The Annual Town Meeting
Town Of Pembroke, N.H.
As Continued To:
September 12, 1987
ARTICLE #3 To raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $350,000 to construct a Town Office Building on
Town property on Pembroke Street and to make necessary renovations to the incarcertaion area
in the basement of the Police Department Building. This amount will cover the cost of architec-
tural fees, construction and renovations and necessary additional land acquisition.
This article having been previously moved and seconded and there having been suitable discus-
sion on the Article at this meeting, the Moderator declared that the polls were open at 11:00 a.m.
and would remain open for one hour as prescribed by law.
The results of the paper ballot vote was as follows:
YES: 101 NO: 12 (The article passed as amended)
There being no further business to come before the annual meeting, the Moderator accepted a motion to ad-










Town Warrant for Pembroke, New Hampshire
TO THE INHABITANTS OF TOWN OF PEMBROKE, IN THE COUNTY OF MERRIMACK, IN SAID STATE,
QUALIFIED TO VOTE IN TOWN AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the high Street School Auditoroium, in said Pembroke, on TUESDAY the
8th of MARCH, 1988, at 7:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if the Town is in favor of the adoption of the following Amendments to the existing Zoning Ordinance
of the Town of Pembroke, as proposed by the Planning Board:
AMENDMENT NO. 1: Amend Section 11.00 to add a Section 11.02.2.C and add a new Section 11.23 (to
create an Architectural Design Overlay District on Route 3-Pembroke Street)
AMENDMENT NO. 2: Amend Sections 3.00, 5.00, 6.00, 7.00 and 8.00 accordingly (to create a new Limited
Office Zoning District)
AMENDMENT NO. 3: Amend Section 11.08 Conditions - Special Exception and Permitted (to redefine Home
Occupation and create a Home Occupation Overlay District)
The polls will be open until 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Pembroke Academy Auditorium, in said Pembroke, on SATURDAY
the 12th day of MARCH, 1988 at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
3. To see if the Town will vote:
(a) to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed $300,500 for the following purposes:
$65,000 for a large truck with snow plow for the Highway Department
$65,000 for a large truck with snow plow for the Highway Department
$45,000 for a backhoe for the Highway Department
$29,000 for a tractor for the Highway Department
$16,500 for a utility truck for the Highway Department
$80,000 for a loader for the Highway Department
(b) to withdraw a sum not exceeding $75,000 from the Equipment Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of
defraying cost of the foregoing, and
(c) to borrow in the name of the Town by the issue of bonds or serial notes in accordance with the provisions
of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and amendments thereto, and any other Statutes thereto, enabl-
ing a sum not exceeding $225,500 for the purpose of defraying the cost of the foregoing and to authorize
the Selectmen to determint the time and place of payment and the rate of interest on such bonds and
notes, provided that any interest received or available may likewise be applied to the purchase to the
maximum extent permitted by law, and
(d) to authorize the Selectmen to do all things necessary or convenient to carry the foregoing into effect.
(This Article is approved by the Budget Committee)
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4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Water Commissioners to construct a new water tank;
to appropriate the sum of Two Hundred and Seventy-five Thousand Dollars ($275,000) for this purpose; and
to authorize the Board of Selectmen to borrow waid sum of money on the credit of the Town, by the issue
of bonds or serial notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and amend-
ments thereto, and to determine the time and place of payment, the rate of interest thereon, and to provide
for the sale thereof.
(This Article is approved by the Budget Committee)
5. "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 80:58-86 for a real estate tax lien procedure? These statutes provide
that tax sales to private individuals for nonpayment of property taxes on real estate are replaced with a real
estate tax lien procedure under which only a municipality or county where the property is located or the
state may acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes."
6. "Shall we adopt optional adjusted elverly exemptions from property tax? The optional exemptions, based
on assessed value, for qualified taxpayers shall be as follows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years;
$5,000; for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, $10,000; for a person 80 years of age or older, $20,000.
To qualify, the person must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least five (5) years; own the real
estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his spouse, they must have been married for
at least five (5) years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income of less than $10,000 or, if married,
a combined net income of less than $12,000; and own net assets of $30,000, excluding the value of the per-
son's residence."
7. To see if the Town will vote to establish the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund, as authorized in RSA
35:1, III (a), for the purpose of acquiring conservation land or interests in land for permanent conservation
use, to be used as local matching funds or part of the local matching funds required under the New Hamp-
shire Land Conservation Investment Program (LCIP RSA 221-A), and to appoint the Conservation Commis-
sion as agents for the Town for purposes of expending the principals of said fund, and to raise and appropriate
$38,000 to said fund, and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept State matching funds under
the LCIP for the purposes of acquisision of the fee or lesser inerest in conservation land and other costs
associated therewith. Said appropriated funds and State matching funds may be expended by a majority
vote of the Conservation Commission with the approval of the Selectmen. The unexpected funds from this
appropriation shall not lapse but shall be carried forward into the Land Acquisition Capital Reserve Fund
for the purposes stated above.
(This Article is approved by the Budget Committee)
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate an amount not to exceed $16,500 for the purpose of
water and sewer extension. Any unexpended funds from this appropriation shall not lapse but shall be car-
ried forward into the Sewer and Water Extension Capital Reserve Fund.
(This Article is approved by the Budget Committee)
9. To see if the Town will vote to create a capital reserve fund for the future purchase of an aerial fire truck
and to appropriate the sum of $67,000 in the current year.
(This Article is not approved by the Budget Committee)
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow mone) in antk ipatk>n i>t taxes
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11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize its Selectmen to sell any real estate which the Town may have ac-
quired by deed as a result of non-payment of taxes or acquired by deed or security for the completion of
any development, and to authorize the Selectmen to give a deed, in the name of the Town, to the purchaser
of said land.
12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend without further
action by the Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal, or other Governmental unit or a private source
which becomes available during the 1988 budget year, provided that such expenditure be made for purposes
for which a Town may appropriate money and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other
town funds. Further, that the Selectmen hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money.
(This Article is approved by the Budget Committee)
13. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make
appropriations to the same.
14. To hear the reports of auditors, agents and committees or of officers heretofore chosen, and to pass any vote
relating thereto.
15. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.




SELECTMEN, TOWN OF PEMBROKE, N.H.
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State of New Hampshire
Department of Revenue Administration





Your summary Inventory of Property Valuation and Statement of Appropriations have been approved. You
may proceed with the assessment of 1987 taxes on the basis of the following figures.
Net Assessed Valuation $83,728,616.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Town Property Taxes Assessed $ 3,945,292.
Precinct Taxes Assessed _Ch
Total Gross Property Taxes $ 3,945,292.
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits 24,650.
Net Property Tax Commitment $ 3,920,642.
Tax Rate—Town $47.12
In the event any adjustment was made in the Appropriations Section, we have enclosed a copy of the changes.
Revenues and Credits have been approved as shown on the enclosed copy of the third page of the Statement
of Appropriations. In accordance with RSA 21-J:35,II, we also enclose a written explanation of the change.
The net amounts approved for school, county and precincts are indicated below. These amounts are the total
monies which should be transferred to each of these units of government.
Net School Appropriations $2,830,182.
County Tax Assessment $ 278,708.
Net Precinct Appropriation (1) $





Separate Tax Rates to be Printed on 1987 Tax Bills (RSA 76:ll;ll-a,13)
Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire




Combined Rate (Non-Precincts & Single School
Districts—Towns-Cities) 47. 12
IS








PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION Recommended
(RSA 31:4) 1987 1987 1988 1988 Not
GENERAL GOVERNMENT (1987-88) (1987-88) (1988-89) (1988-89) Recommended
Town Officers Salary 41,130 40,888 45,461 45,461
Town Officers Expenses 107,760 113,353 108,732 108,432 300
Election & Registration Exp. 1,240 930 2,930 2,930
Cemeteries 13,086 12,985 16,450 15,800 650
General Government Buildings 42,315 40,416 41,815 34,950 6,865
Reappraisal of Property 40,000 1,918 50,000 50,000
Planning and Zoning 41,970 16,807 75,752 75,752
Legal Expenses 12,000 6,729 12,000 8,000 4,000
Advertising and Regional Assoc. 26,932 29,703 33,188 33,188
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department 236,343 218,996 278,568 261,000 17,568
Fire Department 92,078 90,441 130,017 125,017 5,000
Civil Defense 1,320 358 2,320 2,320
Building Inspection 59,000 65,581 33,080 33,080
Tree Cutting 1,000 1,000 1,000
Fire Hydrant Rental 21,606 21,372 23,406 23,406
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 236,735 209,142 243,839 243,839
General Highway Dept. Exp. 29,720 14,988 31,258 21,258 10,000
Street Lighting 24,000 25,483 25,000 25,000
Roads/Bridge Construction 296,520 268,954 318,860 318,860
Oiling/Asphalt/Sand 23,000 23,000 23,000
Sidewalk Construction 3,000 3,000 3,000
Fleet Operations 37,651 36,175 29,036 29,036
SANITATION
Garbage Removal 117,460 120,505 163,746 163,746
HEALTH
Health Dept.—Visiting Nurses 8,000 8,000 9,000 9,000
Hospitals and Ambulances 18,167 16,967 21,820 21,820
WELFARE
General Assistance 37,500 25,994 37,500 30,000 7,500
Community Action Program 8,449 8,449 8,872 8,872
CULTURE AND RECREATION
Library 19,107 19,107 20,359 20,359
Parks and Recreation 19,700 17,619 24,080 27,390
Patriotic Purposes 1,750 1,750 1,750 1,750
Conservation Commission 3,050 3,050 7,100 45,100
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Actual
PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION Appropriations
(RSA 31:4) 1987
GENERAL GOVERNMENT (1987-88)
Actual Selectmen's Budget Committee
Expenditures Budget Recommended
1987 1988 1988 Not
(1987-88) (1988-89) (1988-89) Recommended
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long-Term Bonds
& Notes 120,000 120,000 370,183 370,183
Interest Expense—Long-Term
Bonds & Notes 88,400 88,400 107,171 107,171
Interest Expense—Tax
Anticipation Notes 30,000 32,184 30,000 30,000
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Water & Sewer Extension 16,500
Water Tank Construction 275,000
New Equipment 380,980 353,193 341,350 329,350
New Buildings 350,000 350,000
Main Street Construction 30,303 30,303
Main Street Utility Move 10,000 10,000
Main Street Lights 30,145 26,559
12,000
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
Water & Sewer Extension 16,632
Aerial Fire Truck
MISCELLANEOUS
Municipal Water Department 314,700
Municipal Sewer Department 332,387





























TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $3,516,096 $3,280,363 $3,831,884 $3,714,154
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 133) $2,254,574
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes) $1,459,580
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
\_
^cfaej Committee: (Please sjgn in ink)
y
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Estimated Actual Selectmen's Estimated
Revenues Revenues Budget Revenues
1987 1987 1988 1988
SOURCES OF REVENUE (1987-88) (1987-88) (1988-89) (1988-89)
TAXES
Resident Taxes 40,000
Yield Taxes 10,000 12,985 10,000 10,000
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 25,000 41,587 30,000 40,000
Land Use Change Tax 81,405 20,000 40,000
Payment in Lieu of Taxes—Pembroke Hydro 34,699 34,699 34,699
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES-STATE
Shared Revenue—Block Grant 223,000 218,156 218,000 218,000
Highway Block Grant 62,000 69,091 75,358 75,358
State Aid Water Pollution Projects 64,000 36,470 35,343 35,343
Gasoline Sale—School 25,000 10,831 25,000 15,000




Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Building Permits, Fees, Inspections
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
Tri-Town—Worker's Compensation Reimbursement










Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
Income from Water and Sewer Departments
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
Income from Trust Funds—Cemeteries
Main Street Capital Reserve
33,333 33,333 33,333
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS
350,000 409,130 400,000 410,000
3,000 2,167 2,000 2,000
4,000 1,491 1,500 1,500
51,500 71,843 18,000 23,000
7,840 21,010 20,000 20,000
400




30,000 33,946 30,000 30,000
1,000 2,101 1,000 1,000
5,000 6,065 6,000 6,000
50,000 39,912 40,000 40,000
5,000
718,377 368,366 300,500 500.500





$2,407,416 $2,196,466 $2,246,216 $2,254,574
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Long Term Indebtedness
Statement of Debt Service Requirements as of December 31, 1987
Sewer Bonds Water Bonds Water Bonds
5.10% 6.4% 8.5%
Amount of Issue $3,042,000.00 $240,000.00 $200,000.00
Date of Issue April 15, 1971 July 15, 1975 May 27, 1985
Principal Payable Date April 15 July 15 June 1
Interest Payable Date April 15 & Oct. 15 Jan. 15 & July 15 June 1 & Dec. 1








Principal Interest Principal Interest
Fiscal Year Ending:
December 31, 1988 100,000.00 68,850.00 15,000.00 2,880.00 20,000.00 12,750.00 135,000.00 84,480.00
December 31 1989 100,000.00 63,750.00 15,000.00 1,920.00 20,000.00 11,050.00 135,000.00 76,720.00
December 31 1990 100,000.00 58,650.00 15,000.00 960.00 20,000.00 9,350.00 135,000.00 68,960.00
December 31 1991 100,000.00 53,550.00 20,000.00 7,650.00 120,000.00 61,200.00
December 31 1992 100,000.00 48,450.00 20,000.00 5,950.00 120,000.00 54,400.00
December 31 1993 100,000.00 43,350.00 20,000.00 4,250.00 120,000.00 47,600.00
December 31 1994 100,000.00 38,250.00 20,000.00 2,550.00 120,000.00 40,800.00
December 31 1995 100,000.00 33,150.00 20,000.00 850.00 120,000.00 34,000.00
December 31 1996 100,000.00 28,050.00 100,000.00 28,050.00
December 31 1997 100,000.00 22,950.00 100,000.00 22,950.00
December 31 1998 100,000.00 17,850.00 100,000.00 17,850.00
December 31 1999 100,000.00 12,750.00 100,000.00 12,750.00
December 31 2000 100,000.00 7,650.00 100,000.00 7,650.00







$45,000.00 $ 5,760.00 $160,000.00 $54,400.00 $559,960.00
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Comparative Statement of

















1986 1986 Amount Expenditures Favorable
Budget Forwarded Available 1987 ( -Unfavorable)
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town Officers Salary 41,130 31,130 38,625 2,505
Town Officers Expenses 107,760 107,760 111,087 ( -3,327)
Election/Registration Expenses 1,240 1,240 930 310
Cemeteries 13,086 13,086 12,985 101
General Government Building 42,315 42,315 40,971 1,344
Reappraisal of Property 40,000 40,000 40,000
Planning & Zoning 41,970 6,000 47,970 38,807 9,163
Legal Expenses 12,000 12,000 6,729 5,271
Advertising/Regional Association 26,932 26,932 29,703 (-2,771)
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police Department 236,343 236,343 217,527 18,816
Fire Department 92,078 92,078 90,520 1,558
Civil Defense 1,320 1,320 358 962
Building Inspection 59,000 59,000 65,599 -6,599)
Care of Trees 1,000 1,000 1,000
Hydrant Rental 21,606 21,606 21,372 234
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
Town Maintenance 236,735 236,736 213,364 23,371
General Highway Expenses 29,720 29,720 15,340 14,380
Street Lighting 24,000 24,000 25,845 (-1,845)
Road Construction 32,500 32,500 9,585 22,915
Oiling/Asphalt/Sand 23,000 23,000 23,000






























1986 1986 Amount Expenditures Favorable
Budget Forwarded Available 1987 (-Unfavorable)
CAPITAL OUTLAY
New Equipment
Main Street Utility Move
Main Street Construction Project
Main Street Project Lights
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve
Transfer to Library








26,490 26,490 24,606 1,884
10,000 34,985 44,985 44,985
30,303 30,303 6,208 24,095
30,145 30,145 26,558 3,587
16,632 16,632 16,632




40,000 40,000 37,855 2,145
102,302 102,302 84,010 18,292
1,178 1,178 1,130 48
47,500 47,500 43,357 4,133
OVERLAY
Overlay 54,817 54,817 8,711 46,106
TOTAL 2,390,822 40,985 2,431,807 2,162,733 249,772
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Treasurer's Report
January 1, 1987-December 31, 1988




Auto Permit Fees 409,130.59
Dog Licenses 2,167.00
Marriage Licenses 754.00
State of New Hampshire
Sewer Grant 64,184.84





Subdivision and Engineering Fees 11,699.65
Planning Board Fees 21,643.53
Site Plan Review 118.50
Board of Adjustment Fees 1,142.00
Mobile Home Park Permits 385.00
Sale of Town Equipment 2,100.95
Sale of Tax Maps, Checklists, etc. 1,654.00
Cemetery Lots 2,685.00
Revenue Sharing Funds 4,808.55
Recreation Department 896.00
Pembroke Hydro 34,698.85









District Court Fines 2,050.00
Miscellaneous Receipts 816.25
Fire Department 1,070.48
Trustees of Trust Funds 68,730.07
Sewer Department
Capital Projects and Interest 73,244.78







Reimbursements: Town Report 576.00
Tri-Town Ambulance Service
Reimbursements: Insurance 2,268.00
Tax Anticipation Notes 1,300,000.00
Notes (Equipment and Pembroke Hill Project) 368,366.00
Interest on Investments 33,946.62
Total Receipts From All Sources $9,989,315.54
Less Total Expenditures 8,549,006.04
Cash on Hand $1,440,309.50
Money Market Fund $ 2,558.26





Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987 (June 30, 1988)
(Select One)
Uncollected Taxes -
Beginning of Fiscal Year (2)
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes










Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
(property/yield/sewer)


























$4,206,493.39 $2,234,377.39 $ 11,716.80
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Remittance to Treasurer
During Fiscal Year: (1)
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected During Year
Penalties on Resident Taxes
Sewer Int
Discounts Allowed:





Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:





























$4,206,493.39 $2,234,377.39 $ 11,716.80
(1) Overpayments should be included as part of the regular remittance items.
(2) These amounts should be the same as last year's ending balance.
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Summary of Tax Sales Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1987 (June 30, 1988)
(Select One)
* Balance of Unredeemed taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year
**Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year
Subsequent Taxes Paid
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS
Remittance to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year





























*These sums represent the total amount of Unredeemed Taxes, as of January 1, 1987 (July 1, 19 ) from Tax
Sales held in Previous Fiscal Years.
**Amount of Tax Sale(s) sold to town held during current fiscal year, including total amount of taxes, interest




Balance Forwarded, January 1, 1987 $3,956.18
Interest Earned on Deposits 191.37
$4,147.55




January 1, 1987, balance forwarded $ 4,547.73
Receipts: Paid Grants 7,765.20
Interest Earned 660.15
$12,973.08
Checking Account $ 12.93
Savings Account 314.16
Certificate of Deposit 12,645.99
$12,973.08
Tewksbury Account:
January 1, 1987, balance forwarded $ 2,519.66
Interest Earned 82.06
2,501.72
Less Disbursements to Tewksbury Engineering 949.74
$ 1,551.78
Money Market Account $1,551.78
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Report of the Town Clerk
Pembroke, N.H.
1987
MONIES REMITTED TO TREASURER:









1986 ISSUED IN 1987 10
1987 ISSUED IN 1987 416
1987 KENNELL LICENSES 7
VITAL RECORDS
BIRTH RECORDS FILED 93
MARRIAGE RECORDS FILED 64





Report of the Trust and Capital Reserve Funds
of the Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1987
PRINCIPAL INCOME
Date Name of Trust Fund
of List first those trusts invested























American Brands 4,392.00 4,392.00
AT&T 2,724.00 2,724.00
Bank America 12,033.00 12,033.00
N.E. Electric 5,710.50 5,710.50
Nynex 10,164.22 10,164.22
TSB CD 5045679 126,169.96 126,169.96
TSB Investment 40-110-9-01 0.00 0.00
Leon Anderson 4350187 0.00 0.00
James Watterson Memorial
Fund 4207239 0.00 0.00
Dennis D. Clement 4312054 0.00 0.00












































161,193.68 161,193.68 13,760.13 11,328.23 14,004.00 11,084.36
Date Name of Trust Fund
of List first those trusts invested Purpose of







Balance New Balance Balance Income Expended Balance
Beginning Funds Withdrawals End Beginning During During End






Warren F. Foss Books
Building Fund Building












1985 Town of Pembroke Main St. Project
1/20/86 Town Equip. Capital Reserve Fund
4/17/87 Water & Sewer 50553905
5/86** Water Works Capital Improv.




















36,270.00 6,625.14 2,676.04 2,676.04 6,625.14
4,667.62 1,162.70 1,232.69 241.68
312.67
2,362.36 420.46 26.93 602.09
154.70













2,000.00 8,514.62 9,174 2?
659.63
0.00 7,901.38 7,901.38* 0.00
40,000.00 3,171.93 2,863.26 6,035.19
16,632.00 781.96
63,750.00 921.31 2,539.66 3 4c
150,924.37 96,862.07 60,000.00 187,786.46 35,328.82 10,630.89 7,901.38 38,058.33
60,000.00*
GRAND TOTAL:
"Not reflected on prior year report.
This is to certify that the information contained in this
of our knowledge and belief.
194,224.37 96,862.07 60,000.00 231,086.44 43,537 .12 13 S01 23 1 1 8101 1 43
"Expended prim to date of appointment of current tru*





Trustees ol tin- [rust 1 unds
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Pembroke, New Hampshire 03275
We have examined the combined financial statements of the funds and account groups as indexed, of the Town
of Pembroke, New Hampshire as of and for the year ended December 31, 1986. Our examination was made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As more fully described in Note 9, the combined financial statements referred to above do not include financial
statements of the Pembroke Water Works enterprise fund, which should be included to conform with generally
accepted accounting principles.
The nonexpendable trust funds are reported on the cash basis and not on the accrual basis as required by generally
accepted accounting principles. Due to the nature of the Town's records it was not practical for us to extend
our auditing procedures to satisfy ourselves as to the financial reporting of the trust funds reported on the ac-
crual basis of accounting.
As more fully described in Note 1, the combined financial statements do not include the general fixed assets
account group which should be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, except, that the omission of the financial statements described in the second and fourth
paragraphs results in an incomplete presentation, and subject to the effects of such adjustments, if any, as might
have been determined to be necessary had we been able to satisfy ourselves as to the matter discussed in the
third paragraph, the aforementioned financial statements present fairly the financial position of the Town of Pem-
broke, New Hampshire as of December 31, 1986 and the results of its operations and changes in financial posi-
tion of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the combined financial statements taken
as a whole. The supporting schedules listed in the index are presented for the purposes of additional analysis
and are not a required part of the combined financial statements of the Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire.
The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the examination of the combined financial
statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the combined financial statements




MASON & RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Accountants and Auditors
NOTE: The financial statements referred to in the Auditor's Report are available in the Selectmen's Office for
review.
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We have examined the financial statements of the Town of Pembroke, New Hampshire for the year ended
December 31, 1986, and have issued our report thereon dated March 12, 1987. As part of our examination, we
made a study and evaluation of the Town's system of internal accounting control to the extent we considered
necessary to evaluate the system as required by generally accepted auditing standards. The purpose of our study
and evaluation was to determine the nature, timing and extent of auditing procedures necessary for expressing
an opinion on the Town's financial statements. Our study and evaluation was more limited that would be necessary
to express an opinion on the system of internal accounting control taken as a whole.
The establishment and maintenance of a system of internal accounting control is an important responsibility
of Town officials. The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance
as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and the reliability of financial
records for preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable
assurance recognizes that the evaluation of these factors necessary requires estimates and judgements by Town
officials.
Because of the inherent limitations in any system or internal accounting control, errors or irregularities may
nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projection of any evaluation of the system to future periods is sub-
ject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions or that the degree of
compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation made for the limited purpose described in the first paragraph would not necessarily
disclose all material weaknesses in the system. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the system of inter-
nal accounting control of the Town of Pembroke taken as a whole. However, our study and evaluation disclosed
the following conditions that we believe result in more than a relatively low risk that errors or irregularities in
amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements of the Town of Pembroke may occur and
not be detected within a timely period.
These conditions were considered in determining the nature, timing, and extent of the audit tests to be applied
in our examination of the 1986 financial statements, and this report does not affect our report on these financial
statements dated March 12, 1987.
We wish to express our appreciation for the cooperation we received from Town officials at all levels.
We would be pleased to discuss our comments further with you should you do desire. This report is intended
solely for the use of management and should not be used for any other purposes. The provisions of RSA 71-A2
1








A) Cash Receipts and Disbursements
Significant internal accounting controls -
Cash Receipts - Segregation of duties, prompt recording and depositing and bonding of employees handling cash.
Cash Disbursements - Segregation of duties, control over unused, returned and voided checks, monthlv recon-
ciliation of bank accounts, authorization for payment and cancellation of invoices.
We have evaluated all of the internal accounting controls in the foregoing paragraph. We found no material
weaknesses.
B) Purchasing and Receiving
Significant accounting controls: bid process procedures, use of pre-numbered orders, and segregation of duties.
We have evaluated the internal controls in the preceding sentence. No material weaknesses were found.
C) Accounts Payable
Significant internal accounting controls: control established over incoming invoices, segregation of duties,
authorized payment, review of vouchers to check that proper procedures were followed, and program charged
checked against budget.
We have evaluated the internal accounting controls in the preceding sentence. No material weaknesses were
noted.
D) Payroll
Significant internal accounting controls: Segregation of duties, written personnel policies, payroll charges to
approved budget, and wages paid at or above Federal minimum wage.
We have evaluated the internal controls identified in the preceding paragraph. No material weaknesses were
found.
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Message From The Board Of Selectmen
The Town of Pembroke will have a new Town Hall!! After several proposals and several years, the citizens
of Pembroke voted to appropriate the funds necessary to build a new building. The Space Needs Committee
worked long and hard over the course of a year before choosing the best alternative for the Town. A Building
Committee, made up of members of the Space Needs Committee, the Board of Selectmen and other interested
citizens, is now taking the necessary steps to ensure that the Town gets a Town Hall that is not only of good
quality but one that is functional and practical as well. The Committee tentatively hopes to have the Town Hall
built and ready for use by the fall of 1988. The Board would like to thank all who have helped the Town get
this far on the project: Stephen Richard, Cindy Lewis, Floyd Smith, Lorette Girard, Richard Pitman, Charles
Connor, Lissa Dorfman and David Stack. The Board would especially like to thank Russell Fife and Dr. and Mrs.
Edwin Child for donating the extra land necessary to site the building.
Once again, the board would like to thank all of the volunteers who have donated so much of their time and
energy to the Town. As you will note in another section of the Town Report, many of our volunteers serve on
more than one board, committee or commission. Most citizens are unaware (except spouses and friends) of the
large amount of time that these volunteers donate toward the betterment of the Town of Pembroke. The members
of the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment, Water and Sewer Boards, School Board, Cemetery Com-
mission, Checklist Supervisors, Trustees of the Trust, Fire Department, Bulky Waste Study Committee, Recrea-
tion Commission, Conservative Commission, Budget Committee, Vitalization Committee, Library Trustees, Town
Building Committee, and the Old Home Day Committee deserve your support, encouragement and thanks. 1987
was truly the "Year of the Volunteer".
And finally, the Board of Selectmen would like to thank all of the Town employees. All of the departments
do a great job to keep the Town on course and functioning. The Office Staff has worked well in spite of their









We are all aware of the growth being experienced by the Town of Pembroke. This population explosion is tax-
ing all of the service departments in the community including the Highway Department. The new families com-
ing into Pembroke want the small town lifestyle but want big city services. The Highway Department cannot
meet the challenge of the increase in numbers, not to mention the demand for increased services, with the old
equipment that we still have in our vehicle inventory.
Of the nine major pieces of equipment, not including the street sweeper and the sidewalk plow, two are totally
out of service for lack of parts availability or excessive repair costs that would exceed the value of the equipment.
Of the remaining seven vehicles, four are 1983 models or older. These four pieces are in minimum operating
condition and should be replaced, as should the tractor, which is one of the two pieces mentioned above as being
out of service due to excessive cost for parts.
It is my hope that the above information will be helpful to the citizens of Pembroke in developing a clearer
understanding of what we need to our job to maintain the Town. The following is a list of what we do and what
we would like to do in the coming year:
— Many of the local and collector roads have been severely neglected for the past several years. Much of the
work done was of a "band-aid" nature, where major, permanent work should have taken place. We want to
save the roads before it is too late. Resurfacing, on a small scale, needs to be done on many of the streets and
pot-holes need more attention than just cold patch.
— We must get to some long overdue projects such as replacement of broken or caved in catch basins and
the installation of additional catch basins in areas where high level water flow is deteriorating the streets, roads,
and sidewalks.
— The removal and plowing of snow and the sanding/salting of roads will always be one of our major func-
tions. With the increased opening of new streets, the challenge to perform is intensified. This is particularly true
in the case of sanding/salting icy roads. For each callout for snow removal, there are fifteen callouts for road
ice management.
— Much of the brush clearing and cutting of ditches and culverts has been neglected in the last years. They
have become severely overgrown and need extensive cleaning and clearing.
All of these things are part of the agenda of the Highway Department for the coming year. In addition, we
plan to continue to maintain the cemeteries, parks, municipal buildings, and to sweep the sidewalks, streets,
and major parking areas. We anticipate an increase in the rubbish pick-up schedule from the current three and
a half days to four days and within a year to five days a week.
I would like to thank the residents of Pembroke for their support and encouragement over the first six months
of my tenure. The Highway Department will continue to do the best job possible in maintaining the streets,





Pembroke Building Department Annual Report for 1987
Nineteen eighty-seven showed a decrease in new construction, however, renovations, alterations and addi-
tions to existing homes and buildings rose significantly.
Major developments such as Stoneybrook - Phase VI, Rugged Acres, Littlefield Condominiums and Pike's con-
struction of duplexes on Cross Road, are at a 98% completion rate. New single family homes were concentrated
on Cross Country Road and Church Road in the R-3 Zone (Rural/Agricultural).
The Building Department, as well as the Town's other departments, are looking forward to the construction
of the new Town Office building on Pembroke Street, which will provide the space necessary to conduct an effi-
cient Building and Code Enforcement Department:
Building Department Hours
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
8:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon
Wednesdays
8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Construction inspections are conducted 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
daily except Wednesday. A 48-hour notice for inspections is
required.
Summary of Building Permits Issued








Misc. (Decks, porches, upgrading) 55
TOTAL PERMITS ISSUED . ... 214
Alteration Permits Issued
These permits include chimneys, fencing, fireplaces, gates,
woodstoves, shingles, siding, doors, windows, replacement of
electrical or plumbing fixtures, heating systems, signage, pre-fab
tool sheds, etc.
TOTAL PERMITS ISSUED 21










As you look at the Police Statistice for 1987, you will notice a rise in D.W.I, arrests; from 75 in 1986 to 113
in 1987. This increase is mainly due to an all out effort by the Department to get drunk drivers off the road and
make the streets of Pembroke safer to travel on.
An extra effort has also been made in the area of drug enforcement and at stopping the illegal use of drugs
and drug trafficking. I am proud of the Department's progress and the number of arrests that we have made
so far in this area. Due to the nature of drug enforcement, it is not always practical to list all of our activities
in the local newspaper. We have been working closely with the New Hampshire Drug Task Force (NHDTF) and
through our combined efforts the work on the street is that the Town of Pembroke is getting tough on enforcing
the drug laws. DRUG VIOLATORS BEWARE!
I would like to thank the citizens of Pembroke for allowing the Department to purchase the 4 x4 Chevrolet
S-10 pickup truck. Having the truck has helped us serve you better and it becomes especially useful in patrolling
the back areas of town, getting us through the snow, and picking up stray dogs.
Our thanks also go to the Pembroke Fire Department and to the Tri-Town Ambulance Service for being there
when we need them.





Chief Lucien L. Bouffard, Commanding Officer
Lieutenant Wayne A. Cheney, Chief Supervisor and Training Officer










































124 Harassment (obscene phone calls) 36
Hindering Apprehension 5
90 Juvenile Complaints 123
1 Juveniles (Missing/Runaways) 16
1 Obscene Acts 2
3 Littering 22
33 Loud Noises/Parties/Fights 242
27 Possession of Alcohol 23
234 Possession of a Controlled Drug 39
6 Protective Custody/Lock ups 35
5 Resisting Arrest 14
3 Resisting Detention 4
140 Receiving Stolen Property 12
46 Recovered "O.H.R.V.'s"
88 Search Warrants/Drugs/Stolen Property 10
15 Suicides (attempts) 8
23 Stolen "O.H.R.V.'s"
46 Suspicious Persons/Prowlers/Motor Vehicles 220
7 Theft/Larceny/Attempts 84
5 Tri-Town Ambulance (response/assist) 142
130 Unsecured Buildings/Open Doors 149
4 Unwanted Persons 61
141 Dispatch Calls Received 10,419
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4
Recovered Stolen Property 7
Motor Vehicle Log
Accidents (with M.V.) 182
Accidents (leaving scene/hit and run) 4
Allowing Improper Person to Operate
Defective Equipment 49
Disorderly Conduct (with M.V.) 30
Driving vVhile Intoxicated (DWI) 113
Driving After Revocation 10
Failure to Change Address 14
Failure to Keep Right 5
Failure to Yield Right-of-Way 5
Following Too Closely 5
Improper Backing 7
Lost or Stolen Plates 8
Misure of Plates 6
Operating without a License (license required) 53
Operating with Eye Protection (glasses) 12

































It was a cold drab morning. Thw snow was dirty and so were the bleary eyed firemen standing on Main Street
that March 21 of 1937. Before them stood the smoking ice fringed ruin of the Suncook Bank, Rainville's Shoe
Store, and Lemaries and Rainville's Grocery. In that same year and on the same Main Street, you could buy
a dinner of steak, beans, pie and coffee at George F. Georgies's for $0.29. The booths at Whitney's Pharnacy
were crowded with Pembroke Academy students guzzling $0.10 sodas and lapping up $0.15 banana splits. Next
door at Bonenfants Radio Store the top selling Decca record was the Hut Sut Song. The Capital Theatre in Con-
cord was sold out for Walt Disney's Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs which cost a dime for a double feature
plus a cartoon, a serial and the news reel.
While Pembroke had felt its share of despair in that depression year of yesterday, there were moments of mirth
and excitement. The latter had gripped the town on the night in mention. At the sound of the horn many had
congregated downtown to watch the fire department battle the major blaze of the decade.
As the sun rose that morning bystanders watched bank officials scurry in and out. Assurances were quickly
given that no money had been lost. The firemen were cold and wet. They were dressed in an assortment of
fire garb, few were completely equipped. Several had neither helmets nor boots. Their small engine still pumped
continuously the hose lines that poured water on the ice crusted brick building. Having no breathing masks the
men had been forced to retreat from within the repository of wealth in the fire. Orders and directions were shouted
above the noise. The only link to their spanking new fire station built with PWA funds was the fire alarm box.
Their training was non-existent. Their equipment was limited but their courage and enthusiasm were not.
We have in the words of the cigarette ads "Come a long way" in these fifty years. I expect we will move again
as far in the next fifty. Today, Pembroke volunteers are fully equipped with flame proof coats and hoods. They
wear boots that fit and helmets that are safe. Communications are up to date and would have been the envy
of our tired fire fighters of 1937. Each engine and all officers are radio equipped. Every fireman carries a pager
during the day and at night monitors alert them. Self contained air masks allow them to enter buildings and
fight fires close up. Today one engine carries more hose and can pump more water than the combined engines
of Pembroke and Allenstown in 1937. Training starts when a volunteer enters and continues till the day he leaves
the department. For this equipment the men of the Pembroke Fire Department are grateful to the citizens of
this town who have diligently supplied their needs.
Many other changes have occurred over the fifty years since our bank fire. In the main they parallel our growth.
As population increases so do buildings in size, height, and density. The opportunity for major losses both in
property and life are reflected in these changes. Ironically our population increase has occurred at a time when
people are so busy that they find little time to volunteer for fire or other community services. During the 1930's
we were a "home town". That is, people lived, worked, shopped, and played in town. The Great Mills at the
foot of Main Street contributed to the economic and community life of Pembroke. From these mills at the sound
of the alarm came the men that protected our town. Today there is little employment in Pembroke and we have
become a "bedroom town." This places a burden on the few citizens who are employed locally and are members
of the fire department. If the volunteer fire service which protects 95% of American towns and cities is to con-
tinue, then citizens must come forward to serve. The alternative, full-time fire protection, is costly.
Looking back to that long line of citizen fire fighters who have protected Pembroke including those cold wet
few of 1937, it is our hope it won't be broken. To assure this we need some people who want to share in a tough,
exciting, dangerous, but ever so rewarding hobby. If any reader wants to try, give us a call at the fire station.





Year Ending December 31, 1987














Water Problem 30 Loudon
Wires Down 21











To the Selectmen and Citizens of Pembroke:
Much is being written about the impact of growth and development on the towns in "southern" New Hamp-
shire. A great deal of attention was given to growth and planning issues in the 1987 session of the Legislature
with more focus scheduled for the 1988 session.
Pembroke has been experiencing the impact of growth and development first hand. Evidence of this is the
number and complexity of the projects that were proposed during the past year. In additionk more and more
developers were represented at meetings by legal counsel and a bevy of consultants. Because the Planning Board
is composed of volunteers from the town, often, the Planning Board found itself at a disadvantage in reviewing
plans. This has resulted in an increased use of legal counsel, the Town Engineer and planning consultants to
assist the Board in the review and understanding of plans. For the first time, the Planning Board has requested
funds for a part-time planner and additional clerical assistance. We expect the push for growth in the town to
continue and feel that we must be prepared to deal with developers as they bring proposals before the Board.
One indicator of the impact of growth on the town has been the increased interest of residents of the town
in Planning Board meetings. The regular meetings of the Board, held on the fourth Tuesday of the month, are
now held at the Pembroke Academy Auditorium. This move was made so that there is room for all who are
interested in the meetings. In order to accomplish the amount of work before it, the Planning Board found it
necessary to begin meeting twice a month, in addition to committee meetings. The second Tuesday of each month
is a "work session" for the Board to review plans in detail with the Town Engineer, legal counsel and consultants.
To accommodate the number of people attending, these meetings were moved from the town offices to the fire
station.
Because of the nature and complexity of the projects and the need for a coordination within the town, a major
effort was made to obtain input from all of the various town departments, boards and commissions on projects
before the Planning Board. This was most evident with the G2S/Unicord wood burning power plant. Members
of all of the departments, board and commissions in the town toured the Bridgewater plant and participated
in the review of the plans during the nine month review process. The cooperation has continued on the other
projects before the Board. By having the cooperation and input from other departments, boards and commis-
sions in the town, Pembroke can present a united and consistent voice to developers with proposals for the town.
The most well known project in the town was the G2S/Unicord woodburning power plant on Route 106 that
was approved in September. Other large projects that were approved during the year were the condominiums
on Route 3 (Hodges), the condominiums on the site of the old Webster Mill (Wallace), Church Meadows and
the Pike residential development on Academy and Cross Road. Many of these projects took a major portion of
the year due to their complexity and the issues that arose during the review process. The last part of the year
saw the beginning of review for the Allgeyer-Mason project of 209 homes. This project would have a major im-
pact on the town if approved.
Committees of the Planning Board continued to work and meet during the year. The Road Committee, Zoning
Committee and the Capital Improvements Committee met and developed several items that are being used by
the Board. The Master Plan was updated, a public hearing held on it and the new plan was printed. Changes
were made to the Zoning Ordinance for manufactured housing and changes were made to update the sub-division
regulations to make them compatible with current state law.
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The year found Pembroke very involved in regional planning activities. David Harrigan, Vice-Chair of the Plan-
ning Board, became the Chairman of the Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission. The Commis-
sion prepared the new maps for the updated Master Plan. The town also received $3000 worth of assistance for
a ground water mapping and water protection study. Representatives from the Planning Board and Conserva-
tion Commission are working with similar representatives from Chichester and Henniker and a consultant to
prepare the plan which will be ready in early summer.
This year marked the end of Floyd Smith's service as a member of the Planning Board. Floyd has served Pem-
broke diligently and well for the past 15 years as a member of the Planning Board, the Chairman of the Board
and the Chairman of the Roads Committee. The Board misses his input and his extensive knowledge of the town
and projects within the town. While we understand his wish to enjoy his retirement, we miss his presence and















Harold Paulsen, Former Selectmen Representative
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Report of the Town Engineer 1987
During 1987, the increased cooperation between the various Town Departments, especially the Highway, Sewer,
and Water Departments, was obvious in getting the many projects to run much more smoothly that in the past.
Several roads in Town have been upgraded or are currently being done at this time.
Pembroke Hill Road from Route 3 to the second entrance of Deerpath Lane was completely reconstructed this
summer. We are currently in the process of surveying and designing this years work, which is intended to com-
plete Pembroke Hill to the Third Range Road, go along Third Range Road to Belanger Drive, as well as rebuilding
an additional 900 feet of Pembroke Hill east of Third Range Road.
Continued growth and development contributed to new road construction by developers at Riverwood into
the industrial area off of Route 106, as well as Terrie Drive at Stoney Brook - Phase V. Two other gravel roads
improved and widened by developers in Town involve 1200 feet of Cross Road and Church Road from Route
3 to the entrance of Cross Road. Under the auspices of the Selectmen and Road Agent, Tobin Road from the
Eighth Range Road into Chichester was improved to a gravel standard by private abutting land owners in accor-
dance with the 1987 Town Warrant.
We have worked with the Selectmen of Pembroke and neighboring Chichester to enable a financial agreement
to cover improvements on Robinson Road to be done in a timely fashion in conjunction with the Route 4/202
construction project.
The Engineer has continued to sit on the Planning Board, Road Committee and assist with street designs and
maintenance. The Roadway Management Plan has served us well during 1987. Continuous review and updating
will require that we identify additional Collector arteries to spread the impact of traffic converging onto Route
3 every few hundred feet.
We continue to review and inspect developments for compliance to road construction standards. This year





The Pembroke Town Library has announced 109 new members for the year 1987. During this past year, the
library has acquired a new set of encyclopedias - The World Book Encyclopedia - as well as a large collection
of paperbacks books geared to young adults. Various improvements have been made at the library this year,
including the installation of a wooden railing along the stage on the second floor and the installation of a buzzer
system to alert the librarian of someone entering the library door. This assures prompt service to library patrons
when the librarian is on the second floor. A new wooden typewriter table has been purchased and the children's
table and chairs have been painted to improve the aesthetic appearance of our library.
We wish to remind library patrons and Pembroke residents that the library is supplying various tax forms and
still provides copier services at 101 per copy.
Library hours are: Monday and Friday 1:00 - 8:30
Tuesday 10:00 - 5:00
Wednesday and Thursday 1:00 - 5:00




Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission
The Central New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission (CNHRPC) is an association of municipalities in
central New Hampshire. Eighteen municipalities are within Merrimack County and two are within Hillsborough
County. Merrimack County and twelve towns are currently members of the Commission.
The purpose of a regional planning commission is to prepare a coordinated plan for the development of a region.
RSA 36:45-53 lays out the purpose, formation, powers and duties, organization, finances, and relationship with
communities of a regional planning commission. RPC's are an extension of local government, are operated by
member municipalities, and are advisory to them.
Reactivated in 1986, the CNHRPC has offices at the Merrimack County Nursing Home. An Executive Director,
two planners and a secretary-bookkeeper are currently employed by the Commission. The staff provides support
and technical assistance to the Commission and member communities.
Recent and current projects include the regional transportation plan, regional septage action plan and regional
housing and community development plan. The Commission is also producing models and outlines for zoning
ordinances, subdivision regulations, site plan review regulations, capital improvements plans, and master plans.
Local projects include four master plans, subdivision and site regulation and zoning ordinance revision, grant
writing, graphics and mapping assistance, subdivision and site plan review, development impact analysis, water
resource management and protection planning, capital improvements planning, and circuit rider planner assistance.
In the year ending November 30, 1987, CNHRPC activities in the Town of Pembroke included:
• discussing mandatory utility hookups and manufactured home regulation with a member of the Planning Board
• graphics assistance for the updated master plan
• attendance at the initial meeting of the Planning Baord subcommittee on zoning revisions to discuss methods
to conserve and protect farmland




Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resource Recovery Cooperative
The past year was a hectic and progressive one for the Concord Regional Solid Waste/Resource Recovery
Cooperative (CRSW/RRC) as the project to construct a waste-to-energy incinerator to serve the 27 communities
in the Cooperative made significant progress.
Early in the year, the $48-million financing package for the construction of the state-of-the-art facility was com-
pleted and secured after lengthy discussions and negotiations with bond counsels, financial advisors, industry
officials, community leaders, legal counsel, state officials and others.
With the financing in hand, Wheelabrator Environmental Sytems began construction of the incinerator facility
on the 23.8 acre site in Penacook in August 1987. At the present time it is anticipated the facility will be opera-
tional by late summer of 1989.
The Cooperative also decided, after three years of operations, to hire a full-time project director to monitor
the construction of the facility, to coordinate location and permitting of an ash disposal landfill, handle ad-
ministrative responsibilities and accounting and to serve as a day-to-day contact for member communities, state
and federal agencies and other interested parties. After a multi-state search for a project director, the cooperative
hired Ronald B. Ford of Concord, former Director of Public Works for the City of Concord.
At the present time the CRSW/RRC is joining with Wheelabrator Environmental Systems and the New Hamp-
shire/Vermont Solid Waste District to contract the University of New Hampshire to conduct a scientific study
of the affect of leacheate from landfill. The results of this study will help our Cooperative to better plan its ash
disposal landfill for the protection of our residents in the generations to come.
While 1987 was a busy year for the Cooperative, 1988 promises to be even busier as the Cooperative prepares
to continue its efforts to insure the facility is constructed in a timely manner and our member communities are
prepared to begin delivering their solid waste to the facility for incineration.
Together, we have all come a long way in addressing a critical problem facing the State as a whole and our
communities specifically. Continued cooperation and hard work by our member communities will enable us to
bring this project to fruition and successful operation.
Pembroke's representative to the Cooperative is: Armand Tom Martel, Joint Board Member




The activities of the Pembroke Conservation Commission expanded substantially in 1987. Recognizing that Pem-
broke has many valuable natural resources our efforts have focused on ways to conserve them and protect those
lands that have particularly valuable characteristics. Growth pressures have caused us to become active participants
in the town planning process. The Commission has walked several properties that are either up for subdivision
or have dredge and fill permits filed. Our comments and efforts are designed to assist both the planning board
and the town as a whole. We have intervened with the State Wetlands Board in order to review sites that have
proposals requiring dredging and filling. In one case we influenced the unanimous decision to prohibit building
in a wetlands where an endangered species lives and in another we were able to receive wetlands restoration
in return for approval of an access road. We have also testified in person at a public hearing by the State Wetlands
Board. The Pembroke Planning Board and the Conservation Commission have coordinated their efforts resulting
in more useful information being considered.
Under a cost sharing program with the Soil Conservation Service, the Conservation Commission has set in
motion the first of many forested land management plans. We are currently having a management plan being
done for the Town Forest on Brickett Hill Road and for town owned land bening the Academy. The Commission
is also very active in targeting land for protection in the Trust for New Hampshire Lands program. We have
identified several parcels of land and hope that with the short term Trust for New Hampshire Lands program
we can have long term benefits for our community. On the regional scale we are currently participating in a
water resources protection plan with Chichester through the coordination of the Central New Hampshire Regional
Planning Commission. When finished we will know where our potential water supplies are and where potential
groundwater threats exist. The Commission was the sponsoring town organization in the second annual Hazar-
dous Household Materials Clean Up Day held October 10. The third clean up day is also planned so what the
papers for the date. Dale Robinson from the Commission chaired the Selectmens' Bulky Waste Committee which
has produced some new and sensible guidelines that will help Pembroke control its own waste.
This year the state legislature changed the RSA governing Conservation Commissions allowing for alternate
members. We now have a full contingent of regular members plus some enthusiastic alternates. If you are in-
terested in conservation, contact hte chair, Gordon Riedesel. We have plenty of room. Commission members
this year attended the annual meeting of the New Hampshire Association of Conservation Commissions, monitored
activities of the legislature, and joined several conservation organizations including the Audubon Society of New
Hampshire, the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests, the New Hampshire Timberland Owners
Association, the Merrimack River Watershed Council as well as continued our membership in the New Hamp-
shire Association of Conservation Commissions. The upcoming year will also be full of activities and we hope
you can help.
The Conservation Commission has established the following objectives in order to meet the goal of preserving
at least 20% of the open land in Pembroke.
• To protect prime wetlands in the town as determined by the Conservation Commission with townwide input.
• To protect prime farmland in Pembroke as determined by the Conservation Commission with input from town
citizens.
• To protect prime forest property in the Town as determined by the Conservation Commission in input from
the town.
• To protect property with special amenities including but not limited to hillsides, hilltops, mountains, valleys,
rivers and streams.
• To protect property that shapes and guides development such as land that separates conflicting land uses.
Respectfully submitted,











Each year the Pembroke Recreation Commission supports: soccer league for children (grades 4-6), kiddie basket-
ball (grades 4-6), little league baseball and softball, summer recreation softball (grades 9-12), fishing derby, sum-
mer recreation program, summer swimming and old home day activities.
Last year soccer goal posts were ordered and placed on the utility field, a new fence was installed at the major
little league field and a ten-station physical fitness course was installed throughout the part.
Nancy Connolly and Cheryl Grasso directed our summer recreation program. Children participated in sports
and activities, arts and crafts, and weekly field trips.
Helen Fryer organized our summer swimming program. Classes were offered in Beginner A, Beginner B, Ad-
vanced Beginner, Intermediate, and Swimmer. Mrs. Fryer continues to do an outstanding job coordinating the
program.
Our intent next year is to install a new backstop at the major little league field; repair fences on all playing
fields where needed; install new fences at the horseshoe pits; grade and maintain road leading to dock and around
the park; purchase bike racks, player benches and redwood benches to be placed around the part; research the
development of land by the point bor a possible future soccer field; purchase and plant trees around the part





This year, the Committee has been involved in the completion of the Main Street project. We had a delay in
providing lighting for the Main Street. Complications arose when we had problems obtaining the illuminaries
from the manufacturer. When we did receive them, they were damaged in shipment causing further delays.
When they were finally installed, we had further complications because of incorrect wiring and improper voltage.
After many phone calls to Public Service Company and the contractor, the problems were finally resolved. The
Committee is pleased with the results and we hope you are.
This year, we are going to concentrate on dressing up the Main Street. Thanks to Jean Bates and her botanical
class from PA, a park has been planned for the green space in front of the American Legion. The class began
the project last fall with the plating of three trees and are returning this spring to complete it.
Also, the V.F.W., in conjunction with the Committee, have purchased trash receptacles to be placed on Main
Street. Let's hope everybody pitches in to help keep Main Street clean.
Finally, special thanks to the Keeler Family, John Wallace and Lawrence Berube, who have taken a special
interest in tastefully restoring their buildings to preserve their original character. Under a lot of modern facade
work remains lovely historical architectural buildings and not just a bunch of bricks. The correct restoration brings
out their beauty. Simply take a close look at what's been done.
Respectfully submitted,
Louis W. Brissette, Chairman
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Pembroke Old Home Day
This year marked the sixth anniversary of the renewal of Pembroke Old Home Day and it was celebrated with
tears of joy. Although, many looked at it as a rainy day, the committee did not. Tears of joy were shed as the
town rallied to support their year long efforts.
As always our town's other municipal departments: selectmen, police, fire, highway and recreation were there
to help and support us.
As in the past, businesses, merchants, churches and organizations alike answered our plea for financial aid
and enabled us to far exceed our goal. And through the generous contribution of several businesses and friends,
thei year we all enjoyed our first televised parade.
We have witnessed over the past six years the growth of POHD and as our theme stated this year, "POHD-
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE" that is what we, as a committee, have done.
We began by inviting the Allenstown selectmen to not only march in the parade, but to also judge the floats
along with the Pembroke selectmen.
1988 will see a new beginning for the celebration of POHD. The invitation for Allenstown to become active
participants has been extended and accepted.
We are, jointly, reaching out across the water to preserve this yearly event. The date is set, August 27, 1988
and the committee has already begun to meet. We invite you all to join us and help make this year's celebration
the biggest and best ever.
Lorette I. Girard, Chairman
Pembroke Old Home Day Committee
OLD HOME DAY - Renewing old friendships Claude "Cubby" Culberson of Pembroke greets his
old friend Arthur Girard of Allenstown.
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Pembroke Old Home Day
BUDGET
Cash on hand January 1, 1987 $ 762.71
Revenues received during the year:
Business Donations $5,510.00
Town of Pembroke 1,000.00














Misc. expense-Postage, photography 327.39
$7,139.35
Cash on hand December 31, 1987 $2,155.36
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Tri-Town Volunteer Ambulance Service
Tri-Town Volunteer Ambulance Service would like to express our appreciation for all the support you have
shown us. We are now in our 16th year of service, and still receive the support necessary for our service to survive.
1987 was a very busy year for Tri-Town. We had 929 calls for medical care, 99 more than 1986. We transported
996 parients to area hospitals. The town of Pembroke had 254 calls in 1987, 93 taken by our paid personnel, and
161 by our volunteers. The breakdown of calls for the three towns are listed below.
Pembroke Allenstown Hooksett
Paid Personnel 93 101 131
Volunteer Personnel 161 148 263
Total Calls 254 249 394
32 calls were either cancelled enroute or not transported
Tri-Town has requested a small increase in the budget. Our request for htis year is $7,000.00 for operations
and $13,620.00 for payroll, for a total of $20,620.00. We are anticipating a total budget of $87,835.00 for the year
1988. Major repairs have been taken this year for maintenance on the vehicles, and we expect more repairs to
be done early this year. We still continue to upgrade our equipment, having some of the most modern equip-
ment on the market today.
Tri-Town currently has 16 licensed ambulance attendants, slightly less than what is needed for the size of our
area. Residents from communities outside our area who spend time at our headquarters continue to be a big
help, but we are always looking to add more volunteers. Anyone interested in becoming a member should write





All training is provided by Tri-Town Ambulance, upon acceptance to our organization.
Once again we would like to express or thanks to all our volunteers for dedication to our service - THEY CARE
.
Tri-Town Volunteer Emergency Ambulance Sendee, Inc.
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1987 Summary of Services Provided
to Pembroke Residents by the Suncook Area Center
Belknap-Merrimack Community Action Program
SERVICES
# OF HOUSEHOLDS/
UNITS OF SERVICE PERSONS VALUE
CONGREGATE MEALS - All senior citizens are
are welcome to our congregate meal site for nutritious
hot meals, social/recreationsl activities, and field trips.
Value - $4.13 per meal.
MEALS-ON-WHEELS - Provides the delivery of
nutritionally-balanced hot meals to homebound elder-
ly or adult residents five days per week. Value - $4,24
per meal.
SENIOR COMPANION PROGRAM - Provides
friendly visiting and respite services for homebound
elderly. Income eligible seniors (60 +) serve as com-
panions. Value to companions include mileage,
weekly stipend ($3.48 per unit). Value to visitees is
compared to similar private services ($4.50 per
unit/hour).
FUEL ASSISTANCE - Income-eligible households,
particularly the elderly, are assisted with energy costs
during the heating season. The average assistance per
household is $498.56.
WEATHERIZATION - Improves the energy efficiency
of income eligible households through the applica-
tion of caulking, weatherstripping, insulation and
roof and furnace repair/replacement. Value includes
materials and labor costs. $801.44 average support
costs.
PERSONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE SYSTEM -
Provides automated emergency response equipment
to income eligible elderly, disabled and medically at-
riak individuals who are physically or socially
isolated. Value based on cost for similar private ser-
vice. $20.00 per month.
WOMEN, INFANTS AND CHILDREN - Provides for
specific foods to supplement the daily diet of preg-
nant or nursing women as well as children under 5.
Participants receive medical and nutritional screen-
ing, counseling and education. Value includes
monetary value of vouchers and clinical services.
$31.00 per unit.
1,387 Meals 24 Persons $ 5,728.31




217 Applications 217 Households 108,187.52
5 Homes 5 Households 5,490.78
(materials)







UNITS OF SERVICE PERSONS VALUE
HEAD START - This child development program
serves children before they enter public schoo. Pro-
vides classroom and in-home learning services for
both children and their families. Value - $2,489.00 per
child, per year.
RURAL TRANSPORTATION - Provides regularly
scheduled transportation to and from towns in
Belknap and Merrimack Counties to medical and pro-
fessional facilities, shopping centers and congregate
meal sites. Value - $2.43 per ride.
USDA COMMODITY FOODS - Distribution of
Federal Surplus Foods to income eligible people
through scheduled mass distributions.
Value of Cheese - $6.63/5 lb. block
Value of Butter - $1.44/1 lb. block
Value of Dry Milk - $3.83/4 lb. box
Value of Rice - $.29/2 lb. bag
Value of Corn Meal - $.57/5 lb. bag
Value of Hour - $.55/5 lb. bag
Rounds, I, II, III and IV





















EMERGENCY FOOD PANTRIES - Provides up to
three days of food for people facing temporary food
crisis. Value - $2.25 per meal.
CLOTHING ASSISTANCE - Provides locally do-
nated clothing to families in need. Value - $25.00 per
family.
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL - CAP provides
utility, landlord/tenant, legal and health counseling,
as well as referrals for housing, transportation and
other concerns to anyone in need. Value of service










Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association
Annual Report to the Town of Pembroke
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association continues to offer three major health services to the residents
of Pembroke: Home Care, Hospice, and Health Promotion.
Home Care Services respond to the health care needs of those patients with acute or chronic illnesses that
require skilled professional and paraprofessional care so they may return to or remain in their homes. Emphasis
is on promoting independence and maximum functioning of the patient within the least restrictive setting.
Hospice Services provide professional and paraprofessional services to the terminally ill patient with a limited
life expectancy. The goal is to enhance the quality of the patient's remaining life by helping he/she remain at
home in comfort and dignity. Emphasis is on pain and symptom management and skilled intervention to meet
the patient's special physical and emotional needs.
Health Promotion Services focus on the low and marginal income families and individuals to prevent illness
by professional assessment and screening for health risks and needs, by early intervention to prevent, eliminate,
or minimize the impact of illness and/or disability, and by anticipatory guidance and health teaching. Services
rendered in the clinic setting are: child health, family planning, sexually transmitted disease, adult screening,
immunizations, and HrV testing and counseling. Home visits are made in crisis situations or when needed health
care cannot be given in the clinic. Senior Health services are provided at congregate housing sites. Professional
and paraprofessional hourly home services are provided on a private fee-for-services basis. Emphasis is on pro-
moting healthy children, families, and individuals through early intervention and health teaching.
Health Education and Instruction is part of each home visit or clinic visit.
Anyone in Pembroke may request service; patient, doctor, health facility, pastor, friend or neighbor. All re-
quests are answered, but continuing home care will only be provided with a physician's order.
A call to the Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association (224-4093) between the hours of 8:00 a.m. - 7:00
p.m. seven days a week is all that is necessary to start services or make inquiries. Hospice staff is on call (224-4093)
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Federal regulations specify a charge is applicable to all visits. Fees are scaled for that person without a health
plan who is unable to pay the full charge. However, for fee scaling, federal regulations require a financial state-
ment be completed by the patient or responsible person. Town monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or
that no fee is collectible.
This agency is certified as a Medicare/Medicaid Provider, licensed by the State of NH and is a member agency
of the United Way of Merrimack County.
Total visits made during the year October 1, 1986 through September 30, 1987.
No. of Clients Visits
Home Care 209 1,429
Health Promotion 96 365





To our fellow citizens:
Again another year has gone and we find ourselves reviewing the past year's work and planning for years
to come. As many of you know we, the five commissioners that sit on the Board of Water Commissioners, repre-
sent about 100 years of service to our water users. We are proud to serve you and feel that we have done our
best in keeping the costs of delivering water down and the quality of the water up. We hope to do the same
for years to come.
As we start the 75th anniversary year of Pembroke Water Works we are planning to add an additional water
tank to the system and locate it on a hill in Hooksett. This will correct the imbalance in our system and help
in raising the water pressure in many parts of Pembroke and Allenstown.
We now serve 3,002 homes and businesses in Pembroke, Allenstown and Hooksett. It may be hard to believe
but since the start of 1985, just two years ago, we have added 487 new homes and businesses to our system.
In the not to distant future we will be putting a new well on to the system. We have the land and the tests have
already been completed so that the only thing remaining is the building and bringing in the pumps to pull the
water from the ground. When you need it, we will be ready to provide it.
In the next few months we will be sending you a notice about water quality. Although Pembroke Water meets
or exceeds all safety and quality requirements of the Federal Government, EPA requires that we sent you a notice
dealing with the dangers of lead in water pipes or in the solder used on pipes in older homes. Don't let the
notice alarm you. ALL WATER DEPARTMENTS must sent these notices. PEMBROKE WATER DOES NOT CON-
TAIN LEAD but we must sent you this notice. Look for it in your mail before June.







Concord, New Hampshire 03301
(603) 225-7600
Auditors' Report
To the Board of Water Commissioners
Pembroke Water Works
Pembroke, New Hampshire
We have examined the balance sheets of Pembroke Water Works as of December 31, 1987 and 1986, and the
related statements of operations and retained earnings and changes in financial position for the years then ended.
Our examinations were made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, in-
cluded such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in
the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements present fairly the financial position of Pembroke Water
Works at December 31, 1987 and 1986, and results of its operations and the changes in its financial position for
the years then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis.
The schedules of operating expenses presented hereinafter were derived from the accounting records tested
by us as a part of the auditing procedures followed in our examination of the aforementioned statements of opera-
tions and, in our opinion, they are fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the statements of opera-






Pembroke Water Works Balance Sheet


































PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (Note A)
Land
Structures


















Current portion of long-term debt
Total Current Liabilities
Long-Term Debt, less portion payable
within one year classified as a current
liability (Note C)
Capital
Municipal investment (Note D)
Retained earnings (operating)























Statements of Operations and Retained Earnings
Years ended December 31, 1987 and 1986














Finance service charges on delinquent accounts
NET INCOME
Retained earnings (operating) at beginning of year
RETAINED EARNINGS (OPERATING)






























The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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Pembroke Water Works
Statement of Capital Reserve Fund
Years Ended December 31, 1987 and 1986
1987 1986
OPERATING REVENUE (Note E)
Permit fees $31,500 $32,250
NON-OPERATING REVENUE 2,54] 921
NET INCOME 34,040 33,171
Capital reserve fund at beginning of year 33,171
$67,211
—
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND AT END OF YEAR $33,171
The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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Pembroke Water Works
Statements of Changes in Financial Position




Add depreciation and amortization
which did not require an outlay




$ 128,432 $ 83,973
35,321 36,174
34,040 33,171
TOTAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES PROVIDED
FINANCIAL RESOURCES USED
Reduction of long-term debt
Purchased of property and equipment
TOTAL FINANCIAL RESOURCES USED





$ 109,902 $ 72,629
ANALYSIS OF CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL
Increase (decrease) in current assets:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Material and supplies inventory
Prepaid insurance
Capital Fund
Increase in current assets




Current portion of long-term debt
(Decrease) in current liabilities
INCREASE IN WORKING CAPITAL






















Schedules of Operating Expenses
Years Ended December 31, 1987 and 1986
1987 1986
Water supply and pumping:
Power purchases
Pumping station labor




Water purification supplies and expense
Water distribution:















Store department and shop
Audit
Printing of Town Report
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES


























To: Citizens of the Town of Pembroke
In the fall of 1985 the Pembroke and Allenstown Sewer Commissions agreed to engage the engineering firm
Dubois & King Inc. to study and locate sources of groundwater infiltration in our sewer systems. Groundwater
infiltration is when water enters the sewer lines through breaks or cracks in the sewer pipes or through damaged
or poorly sealed manholes. The first phase of this study was promptly completed that same year. Due to the
unusually dry spring of 1986, the second phase was postponed until the spring of 1987 when the high ground
water made infiltration flow measurements possible.
The conclusions reached in the infiltration study pointed out that although the Pembroke sewer system has
some infiltration, the bulk of the groundwater infiltration is in the Allenstown sewer system.
The Pembroke Sewer Commission is making preparation to inspect, using video cameras, sewers to locate are
rectify potential problem areas and make repairs to prevent future problems. We hope to maintain and improve
our existing sewer system so that it continues to serve us for years to come. The Pembroke sewer system is now
in its eleventh year of use.
Pembroke is currently using approximately one third of its allowed flow capacity in the wastewater treatment
plant. Although Pembroke has grown rapidly in the last few years, it is unlikely that Pembroke will reach total
capacity for several years.




































$ 1,050.00 $ 1,284.49 $ 1,500.00
3,750.00 2,196.00 3,750.00
$ 4,800.00 $ 4,448.42 $ 5,200.00




































































Federal Grant plus interest
Total



















Suncook Wastewater Treatment Plant









































































































Brent W. Washburn, C.P.A.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Paul DeMinico
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Thomas Haley
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Abstract of the Meeting of the Pembroke School District
March 7, 1987 and March 10, 1987
The Pembroke School District Meeting on Saturday, March 7, 1987, was called to order by Moderator Thomas
Petit at 10:00 a.m. at the Pembroke Academy auditorium. The reading of the Pembroke School District Warrant
was the first order of business.
Article 1. TO HEAR THE REPORTS OF AGENTS, AUDITORS, COMMITTEES, OR OFFICERS CHOSEN, AND
TO PASS ANY VOTE RELATING THERETO.
Mr. Paul DeMinico, Superintendent, discussed the administrative changes which have taken place
within the district and briefly explained the direction in which the Pembroke Schools will be moving
in the year ahead. Ms. Eleanor Harringer, Principal, Pembroke Hill School; Mr. Allen Zipke, Prin-
cipal, Pembroke Elementary School; and Mrs. Roberta W. Doore, Acting Headmaster, Pembroke
Academy; each summarized the activities and changes which had taken place during the year at their
respective schools.
Article 2. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO ACCEPT GIFTS
AND DONATIONS ON BEHALF OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT.
Donald Hill moved that this article be accepted. Gerald Belanger seconded the motion. The motion
was accepted by a voice vote.
Article 3. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO ACCEPT AND
EXPEND ON BEHALF OF THE DISTRICT A SUM OF MONEY NOT TO EXCEED $75,892.00 TO
BE OBTAINED FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OR OTHER SOURCES THAT MAY MAKE
SUCH FUNDS AVAILABLE TO THE DISTRICT; PROVIDED THAT THE SCHOOL DISTRICT WILL
NOT BE THEREBY REQUIRED TO RAISE ANY MONEY BY LOCAL TAXATION IN THIS OR SUBSE-
QUENT YEARS AS THE RESULT OF SUCH EXPENDITURE OF $75,892.00.
Charles Mitchell moved that this article be accepted. Donald Hill seconded the motion. The motion
was accepted by a voice vote.
Article 4. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE SCHOOL BOARD TO APPLY FOR,
ACCEPT, AND EXPEND, WITHOUT FURTHER ACTION BY THE SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING,
MONEY FROM THE STATE, FEDERAL, OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR A PRTVATE
SOURCE WHICH BECOMES AVAILABLE DURING THE 1987-88 SCHOOL FISCAL YEAR, PRO-
VIDED THAT SUCH EXPENDITURE BE MADE FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH A SCHOOL DISTRICT
MAY APPROPRIATE MONEY AND THAT SUCH EXPENDITURE NOT REQUIRE THE EXPEN-
DITURE OF OTHER SCHOOL DISTRICT FUNDS. FURTHER, THAT THE SCHOOL BOARD HOLD
A PUBLIC HEARING PRIOR TO ACCEPTING AND SPENDING SUCH MONEY AND HAVE THE
APPROVAL OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET ACT.
Ryland Weisiger moved that Article 4 be accepted. Donald Hill seconded the motion. The motion
was accepted by a voice vote.
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Article 5. TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $471,175.73
FOR ADDITIONAL COST ITEMS AS SET FORTH IN THE LATEST COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT WITH THE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PEMBROKE FOR THE 1987-88 FISCAL
YEAR: AND TO APPROVE THE 3 YEAR CONTRACT (1987-1990) BETWEEN THE PEMBROKE
SCHOOL BOARD AND THE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF PEMBROKE.
Charles Mitchell made the motion to accept this article. Roy Annis, Sr. seconded the motion. The
article was accepted by a voice vote.
Article 6. TO DETERMINE AND APPOINT THE SALARIES OF THE SCHOOL BOARD AND TRUANT OF-
FICER, AND FPX THE COMPENSATION OF ANY OTHER OFFICERS OR AGENTS OF THE
DISTRICT.
Thomas Petit, Moderator, asked that Article 6 be combined with Article 7.
Article 7. TO SEE WHAT SUM OF MONEY THE DISTRICT WILL RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE SUP-
PORT OF SCHOOLS, FOR THE PAYMENT OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT
OFFICIALS AND AGENTS AND FOR THE PAYMENT OF STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS OF THE
DISTRICT.
Donald Hill, Chairman of the Budget Committee, discussed the major changes in the 1987-88 Pem-
broke School District budget.
Donald Hill moved to adopt the budget of $5,593,212.00 as presented. John Fillmore seconded the
motion.
Gerald Heury asked if, in the future, it would be possible to have a comparison of per student costs
from one year to the next. Gerald Belander explained that preventative maintenance was very impor-
tant and that if cuts in the maintenance budget continued, that much improved condition of the facilities
cound not be maintained. Next year, many of the same items cut from this year's maintenance budget
will be requested again.
Both articles 6 and 7 were accepted by voice vote.
Article 8. TO CHOOSE AGENTS AND COMMITTEES IN RELATION TO ANY SUBJECTS EMBRACED IN
THE WARRANT.
There being none, this article was passed over.
Article 9. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE SAID MEETING.
Mrs. June Cote read a proclamation honoring Gerald Belanger for the nine years he served on the
Pembroke School Board. Stanley Grimes, on behalf of the Pembroke School Board, presented Gerald
Belanger with a placque in appreciation for serving nine years on the Board.
Chester Martel moved to adjourn the meeting. Motion was seconded by Donald Hill. The motion
to adjourn was passed by a voice vote. The Pembroke School District Meeting was adjourned at 11:30 a.m.
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The meeting on Tuesday, March 10, 1987, was called to order by Moderator Thomas Petit at 7:00 a.m. The
Moderator read the School District Warrant. Patricia Bonenfant made the motion to open the polls and Harole
Paulsen seconded the motion. The polls were declared open until 6:00 p.m. for the purpose of electing school
board members and school district officers. The checklist was used with the following checklist supervisors and
assistants attending: Henry Laramie, Arthur Fowler, Barbara Payne, Louise Roberts, Edward Currier, Maurice
Lavoie, John Fillmore, Jr., Roland Young, Jr., and Mason Donaghey.
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
Thomas E. Petit - 510 (elected)
2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
Robert W. Doore - 470 (elected)
3. To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
Joe R. Burkholder - 176
June F. Cote - 520 (elected)
Clinton A. Hanson, Jr. - 274 (elected)
4. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
Helen Fryer - 477 (elected)
The polls were closed at 6:00 p.m. with 558 regular ballots cast and no absentee ballots. Tellers to count were:






Pembroke School District Warrant
State of New Hampshire
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE
IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Pembroke Elementary School in said District, on the 8th day of March,
1988 at 7:00 o'clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the School Board of the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose an Auditor for the ensuing year.
The polls are to open at 7:00 A.M. and will close not earlier than 6:00 o'clock P.M.
All other School District business to be conducted at the regular School District meeting as otherwise posted.








Pembroke School District Warrant
TO THE INHABITANTS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT IN THE TOWN OF PEMBROKE, QUALIFIED TO VOTE
IN DISTRICT AFFAIRS:
You are hereby notified to meet at Pembroke Academy in said District on the 5th day of March, 1988 at 1:00
P.M. to act upon the following subjects:
1. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of 56,300,000.00 for the construction and
original equipping and supplying of a new Pembroke Middle School, said sum to be in addition to any federal,
state, or private funds made available therefor, and to authorize issuance of not more than $6,300,000.00 of bonds
or notes therefor in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33); to authorize the School Board
to contract or apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be available for said
project and to comply with all laws applicable for said projects and to comply with tall laws applicable to said
project and to authorize the School Board to negotiate and issue such bonds or notes and to determine the rate
of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof; furthermore to authorize the School Board to use
interest earned from short-term investment of bond or note proceeds to apply to the cost of construction, equip-
ment, and furnishings of the project, and further, to authorize the School Board to take any and all action necessarv
to carry out any vote hereunder and to take any other action relative thereto. (2/3 ballot vote required) (Budget
Committee recommends approval)
2. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of s500,000.00 for the purpose of constructing
athletic facilities at Pembroke Academy to include track facilities, soccer and other athletic fields, and tennis courts
and to construct additional parking lot at Pembroke Academy, said sum to be in addition to any federal, state
or private funds made available thereof, and to authorize issuance of not more than $500,000.00 of bonds or notes
therefor in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA Chapter 33); to authorize the School Board to con-
tract or apply for, obtain and accept federal, state or other aid, if any, which may be available for said project
and to comply with all laws applicable to said project and to authorize the School Board to negotiate and issue
such bonds or notes an to determine the rate of interest thereon and the maturity and other terms thereof, fur-
thermore to authorize the School Board to use interest earned from short-term investment of bond or note pro-
ceeds to apply to the cost of construction, equipment, and furnishings of the project, and further, to authorize
the School Board to take any and all action necessary to carry out any votae hereunder and to take any other
action relative thereto. (2/3 ballot vote required) (Budget Committee recommends approval)
3. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers chosen, and to pass any vote relating thereto.
4. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to accept gifts and donations from any source
on behalf of the School District.
5. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to accept and expend on behalf of the District
a sum of money not to exceed $80,907.00 to be obtained from the Federal Government or other sources that may
make such funds available to the District; provided that the School District will not be thereby required to raise
any money be local taxation in this or subsequent years as the result of such expenditure of $80,907.00. (Budget
Committee recommends approval)
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6. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to apply for, accept, and expend, without fur-
ther action by the School District Meeting, money from the state, including N.H. Sweepstakes Surplus, federal,
or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the 1988-89 school fiscal year,
provided that such expenditure be made for purposes for which a School District may appropriate money and
that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other School District funds. Further, that the School Board
hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money and have the approval of the Municipal Budget
Committee.
7. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the compensation
of any other officers or agents of the District.
8. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $71,963.00 for the purpose of establishing
a half day public kindergarten for all eligible children in the district. The program will be voluntary for all children.
The sum will provide equipment, supplies and staffing. (Budget Committee recommends approval)
9. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the support of schools, for the payment
of salaries and benefits for school district officials and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the District.
10. To choose Agents and Committees in relation to any subjects embraced in the District.
11. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.











Approved School Board's Budget Committee
Budget Budget Recommended Not Recommended


















































To Federal Projects Fund

















REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE





















Transferred From Capital Projects Fund
Sale of Bonds or Notes






































































TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT $5,593,212.00 $13,470,588.00 $13,425,188.00
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School Administrative Unit Budget 1988-1989
Estimated Revenues
Account Number Description
770 Unreserved Fund Balance, June 30, 1987 $ 17,753.00
4000 REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
4410 Elementary & Secondary Education
Title I - Pine Haven 174,845.00
4470 Handicapped Foundation (P.L. 94-142) 94,300.00
Other 89:313 5,500.00
Adult Ed. & Pre-School Incentive 15,360.00
1000 LOCAL REVENUE EXCLUSIVE OF DISTRICT SHARE
Tuition 646,300.00
Local Diagnostic Services 100,637.00
Other Staff 40,532.00




















Improvement of Instruction 1,500.00
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
School Administrative Unit Board 7,059.00
Office of the Superintendent 153,004.00
Special Area Administrative Services 37,540.00
Other General Administration Services ^2.099.00
BUSINESS SERVICES
Fiscal 52,297.00
Operation & Maintenance of Plant 13,501.00
MANAGERIAL SERVICES 21.150.00
OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES 64,279.00
Chapter I/Pine Haven 174,845.00
Diagnostic Services 100,637.00
Other Grants ^4.300.00





Epsom Intensive Instruction 57,197.00
Pre-School Incentive 360.00
Adult Education 6,000.00
Special Education Transportation 27. e^O.OO
Other Staff 40,532.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES $1 J.00
LESS ESTIMATED REVENUES 1,122,887.00
AMOUNT TO BE SHARED BY DISTRICTS $2^ 00
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1986
Equalized Valuation 1986-87 Pupil Combined District
District Valuation % Pupils % % Share
Allenstown 119,414,610 19.7 565 21.5 20.60 79,243.00
Chichester 68,449,696 11.3 201 7.6 9.45 36,352.00
Deerfield 129,128,815 21.4 330 12.5 16.95 65,203.00













For the Fiscal Year June 30, 1987
FUND EQUITY
July 1, 1986 $ 103,038.48
REVENUES FROM LOCAL SOURCES
Current Appropriation $2,659,299.30
TUITION
Pupils, Parents & Other Sources $1,487,441.40
Adult Continuing Education Tuition 4,989.00
Pupils, Parents & Other Sources $ 12,648.17
Earnings on Investments 6,934.54
Pupil Activities 12,731.93
Rentals 14,200.00
Other Local Revenue 1,813.20
REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES












REVENUE FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
Elementary/Secondary (ECIA)-Chapter 2 $ 15,000.00
Handicapped Programs 480.40
FOOD REVENUE
Food Service $ 140,048.92
Child Nutrition 56,035.00
$ 196,083.92





Regular Education Programs $1,459,102.74
Special Education Programs 427,836.15
Vocational Education Programs 324,500.16
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Report of School District Treasurer
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1986 to June 30, 1987
SUMMARY
CASH ON HAND JULY 1, 1985
Received from Selectmen
Current Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources
Received from Tuitions
Received from all Other Sources
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid











Statistical Report for Pembroke Academy & Elementary
1986-1987



























Reconciliation of Revenue and Gross Receipts With
Expenditures and Gross Reimbursements
For the Year Ended June 30, 1987
REVENUES $4,742,167.41
ADDITIONS:
BALANCES AT JULY 1, 1986












TOTAL GROSS RECEIPTS $4,770,080.13




BALANCES AT JULY 1, 1986
Other Payables $ 88,735.29
Payroll Deductions & Withholding 2,261.18
TOTAL ADDITIONS $ 90,996.47
DELETIONS:
BALANCES AT JUNE 30, 1987
Other Payables 318,178.60
Payroll Deductions & Withholding 878.80
TOTAL DELETIONS 319,057.40
TOTAL GROSS DISBURSEMENTS 4,509,296.58






















5/8/69 Pembroke Academy Addition (1390,000)
1987-88 $15,000
1988-89 (Final) 15,000










7/12/83 Pembroke Academy Renovations ($375,000)
1987-88 $75,039
1988-89 75,039





























































Brent W. Washburn, CPA
Route 9, Box 228





Suncook, New Hampshire 03275
Members of The Board:
I have examined the financial statements of the various funds and account groups of the Pembroke School
District for the year ended June 30, 1987 and have issued my report thereon, dated September 20, 1987. As part
of my examination, I reviewed and tested the District's system of internal accounting controls to the extent I
considered necessary to evaluate the systems as required by generally accepted auditing standards. Under these
standards, the purpose of such evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon to determine the nature,
timing and extent of such auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an opinion on the financial
statements.
The objective of internal control is to provide reasonable but not absolute assurance as to safeguarding of assets
against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and the reliability of financial records for preparing financial
statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the
cost of a system of internal accounting control should not exceed the benefits derived and also recognizes that
the evaluation of these factors necessarily required estimates and judgments by management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the potential effectiveness of any system
of internal accounting control. In the performance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunder-
standing of instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness or other personal factors. Control procedures whose
effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can be circumvented by collusion. Similarly, control procedures
can be circumvented intentionally by management with respect to the estimates and judgments required in the
preparation of financial statements. Further projection of any evaluation of internal accounting control to future
periods is subject to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions and that
the degree of compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
My study and evaluation of the District's system of internal accounting control for the year ended June 30,
1987 which was set forth in the first paragraph, would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system nor
detect fraud, if any should exist.
The following conditions, while not material weaknesses in internal accounting control merit your consideration.
1. INVENTORY OF FIXED ASSETS
As in the practice with many New Hampshire School Districts, the Pembroke School District has
not maintained a record of its fixed assets. In order to adequately maintain control of its existing fixed
assets, we recommend the district cause an inventory of these assets as soon as practical. As part of
their long-term policies, District officials should initiate fixed asset records. Cost or consideration given
is the general accepted method for valuing fixed assets, and should be recorded on all new acquisi-
tions. Where adequate documentation of cost is unavailable for existing fixed assets, an estimate oi
the original cost is an acceptable standard under accounting principles for governmental entities. The
existence of fixed asset records will not only aid district officials in their control of these assets, but
should be an invaluable tool in long-range planning.
2. SCHOOL LUNCH SALES
Very little control exists over School Lunch Sales receipts. I recommend that the Distrii investigate
the feasibility of implementing control mechanisms at the point ot sale.
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3. STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS
Included in the Student Activities Funds is the athletic account, sums are transferred from the General
Fund to this account and individual checks are issued from the athletic account to referees and um-
pires at the time the games are played. This activity should be accounted for under the General Fund.
4. PURCHASE ORDERS
Presently purchase orders are being issued at many different areas by anyone who needs to pur-
chase materials. It is recommended that the purchase order issuance be centralized and persons needing
to purchase materials submit a request for a purchase order.
PUBLICATION REQUIREMENT
The provisions of R.S.A. 71-A:21 require that only this shall be published in the next annual report of the School
District.
However, we suggest that you consider the publication of the entire report which includes auditor's opinion,
financial statements and notes to financial statements. No portion of either the auditor's opinion, financial
statements or notes to financial statements may be published separately.
I extend my thanks to the officials and employees of Pembroke School District for their assurances during the
course of my audit.
Very truly yours,
Brent W. Washburn, CPA
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Report of the Superintendent of Schools
Growth in school enrollment combined with the newly adopted state recommended elementary standards con-
tinue to be the major issues facing the school community. The Pembroke School Board has been engaged during
the past eight years in an ongoing process of assessing and upgrading school facilities to meet both changing
educational demands and growth of our community. With the advice and assistance of the Space Needs Study
Committee and of the Building Committee, the School Board proposes Phase III of its long range building pro-
gram which is the construction of a new middle school on Pembroke Academy property. As you may recall,
Phase I of the long range building plan included the renovation of Pembroke Academy. This was completed
in 1983. Phase II was the substantial addition to the Pembroke Hill School which was completed in 1986. The
School Board now focuses its attention on Phase III, the High Street School, Pembroke's oldest facility which
currently houses students of grades 6-8. The Building Committee which deliberated throughout the fall recently
submitted a report to the Pembroke School Board unanimously recommending construction of a new facility to
house the middle school students. The facility located on the Pembroke Academy site east of the former Cass
property and fire station, is designed for approximately 375 students and will meet all state standards and local
progam requirements for a middle school. The members of the building committee worked very hard throughout
the year and, on behalf of the Pembroke School Board, I would like to extend my sincerest appreciation to all
the members of the committee for their fine work.
On another space related topic and because all five school districts of SAU #53 are experiencing similar space
issues, an SAU wide space needs study committee was organized to begin the investigation of a cooperative
or an authorized regional A.R.E.A. (A.R.E.A.) at the middle grade level. All five towns of SAU #53 were represented
on the committee which organized itself into three subcommittees; enrollment and statistice, curriculum and
organization (benefits of cooperative vs. A.R.E.A.). The committee's consensus of opinion was that a proposal
to construct any type of A.R.E.A. or cooperative middle school based upon information collected by the commit-
tee at this time would be unrealistice. The committee further stated that, in its opinion, a proposal for a joint
venture at this time will not be enbraced by the voters of the member towns. The committee is in recess and
will reconvene later this spring.
On behalf of the SAU #53 School Board, I would like to thank the members of the committee for their work
and their willingness to continue their work late this spring. The members of the SAU Cooperative/A. R.E.A.
Committee are: Allenstown - Chairman Frank Danieli, Leigh McDonnell, Donald Coulsey; Chichester - Jane
Welch; Deerfield - Joan Bilodeau, John Brinkler, Dennis Kuczewski; Epsom - Gary Benner, Thomas Lalish; Pem-
broke - Jerry Fleury, Stanley Grimes, Ronald Rush.
While the Board and the SAU staff have grappled with the space issues, the teachers, principals and support
staff of the Pembroke School District have been very active in providing the children of Pembroke with the very
best in service and in program. Many after school and weekend hours have been spent in the development of
curricula, specifically in the A. R.E. A. s of writing, language arts and mathematics. The teachers and staff of the
Pembroke School District deserve to be recognized and commended for their superior effort directed toward the
development of programs and for their genuine concern for the children of Pembroke.
In addition to these program development activities, the School Board has requested that a review of the teachers
evaluation process be undertaken. With the assistance of a consultant, the teachers, the principals, and a represen-
tative from the SAU office work on the review and revision of a supervision and evaluation model has begun.
Additional training for principals and department heads will be conducted once the model is completed. It is
expected that the end result will be improvement of instruction and identification of successful teaching practices
The 1987 fall standardized test scores indicate that students in grades 4, 8 and 10 are scoring generally above
national averages. Specific A. R.E. A. s of increase over last year's achievement results are reading at the 4th and
8th grade level. Much time has been devoted to the analysis of these tests scores and as presented to you last
year in my report, I offer the following cautionary note when one interprets and uses the results of test scores
. . . standardized test scores are just one component in evaluating school effectiveness.
Various factors enter into fluctuating test scores which may include: matching what is taught
with what is tested, the number of students taking the test, the ability of students taking
the test, the conditions in which the test was administered, and the amount of time spent
preparing students on how to take standardized tests. The list is certainly not all inclusive.
I bring this information to your attention so that judgements are not made on the success
or lack of success of your school's based exclusively on test scores in a given year.
Upward trends in test scores (over time) along with declining drop out rates, increased enroll-
ment in honor classes, improved reading scores, increased post secondard school admis-
sions, increased student leisure time in academic pursuits (i.e. reading, computer), and in-
creased interest in school activities show a more accurate picture which reflects a positive
evaluation. If these trends are reversed, the picture would be negative. If trends are mixed,
so is the picture. The point is that goals in education are complex and the measure of the
success or failure of such goals is complex as well. When we look at the Pembroke picture,
in its entirety, we have much to be proud of.
Chapter I, a federally funded program under the direction of Ms. Janet Snyder of SAU £53, continues to pro-
vide Pembroke students remediation in the A.R.E.A.s of reading and mathematics. These remedial instructional
activities are intended to assist previously identified youngsters on site at the Hill School, High Street School
and at Pembroke Academy. Presently $21,515.86 in federal funds are used for the hire of 3 Chapter I tutors and
for the purchase of instructional materials and equipment to assist youngsters in their learning. The Chapter
I program serves a total of 56 students in grades 1-10. Federal funding for the 1988-89 school year is expected
to continue and the same level of services are expected to be maintained.
While on the topic of grants and funding from out-of-district sources, the Pembroke School District recently
(January 15, 1988) received approval of its grant proposal for the purchase of computers for teachers sponsored
by the Governor's Initiative for Excellence program. This two-for-one dollar match will provide the Pembroke
School District approximately $50,000.00 in state funds for the purchase of computers for teachers and for the
training of teachers in the use of this technology. The intent of the program is to assist teachers in effectively
performing their professional responsibilities. A public hearing will be held during the spring semester to pro-
vide the taxpayers further information on the use of these funds.
The district's newly reorganized PALS program h as been very active this year, especially with the new Hill
School playground project. Citizen participation in an organized form such as PALS or in other forms such as
periodic volunteerism in the Pembroke schools, is one very important factor for the success of the schools. I thank
you all for your involvement in the schools and wish to encourage others to participate. Pleas feel free to contact
the co-chairs of PALS, Mrs. Cindy Little or Mrs. Janet Dumas, or the school principal should you wish to become
more active in your schools.
I am pleased to bring to your attention the hire of two very capable assistant superintendents who have work-
ed tirelessly throughout this school year to provide the school distructs of SAU £53 sevice and expertise in cur-
riculum, instruction and financial management. Mr. Thomas Haley was elected in June to serve as assistant
superintendent of schools. Tom's primary responsibility is to assist the school districts in curriculum, instruction
and evaluation of programs. As most of you know, Tom came to the SAU office from Pembroke Academy where
he served as Headmaster since February, 1982. Tom is certified as an assistant superintendent in the State of
New Hampshire and is presently completing a certification of advanced graduate study (C.A.G.S.) from the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire. A native of Massachusetts, Tom has outstanding experiences as a teacher and school
administrator prior to his move to Pembroke. Tom resides in Pembroke with his wife, Jean, and their two young
children, Kate and Cara. Mr. Jack Henderson was elected in June to serve as assistant superintendent for business.
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Jack has a strong academic background in business and personnel management, with master's degree in both
area. He is certified as a New Hampshire assistant superintendent. Jack's past experiences as teacher, naval of-
ficer, town administrator and school business administrator, make him a very valuable addition to this office.
Jack and his wife, Susan, and their two sons, Todd and Shawn, reside in Alton Bay.
Because of Tom Haley's change in responsibilities, the Pembroke School Board approved the hire of Mrs. Roberta
Doore as its interim headmaster for the 1987-88 school year. Mrs. Doore assumed the interim headmaster's respon-
sibilities when Mr. Haley took over as interim assistant superintendent at the SAU Office in January of 1987.
I would like to extend my sincerest appreciation for the very fine job Bobbi Doore has done during this interim
period. I also wish to inform you that the Pembroke School Board has charged a screening committee to review
applications for the selection of a new headmaster for entry by July 1, 1988. The nomiation and election of the
new headmaster will take place by April, 1988.
I thank you for your support during my first year as your superintendent and look forward to working with





Pembroke Academy Headmaster's Report 1988
Pembroke Academy faculty and students arrived at school the week before Labor Day and began a smooth
transition into a new school year. I assumed the position of Interim Headmaster on January 5, 1987 after Mr.
Tom Haley became the Interim Assistant Superintendent. Since that time Mr. Haley has been named Assistant
Superintendent of Schools and I have continued as Interim Headmaster while the search for a permanent head-
master continues. All courses required by the new state standards are being offered to students this year. The
writing and literature elecctive program in English has enriched the offerings to our students. In addition to the
physical education required program, an elective physical education course is being offered. Students returned
to Pembroke Academy and discovered a Writing Center staffed during the school day be teachers from a variety
of disciplines. Students from all classes are encouraged to visit the center to get help in all phases of the writing
process. Several new electives in the social studies curriculum allow students increased flexibility when meeting
requirements in this area. Computer literacy may be gained by taking one of several courses being offered to
students this year.
Curriculum review is an ongoing process in every discipline. Emphasis this year was placed on curriculum
study in the ares of Mathematice and Language Arts. All students at the Academy, with the exception of the
class of 1988, are following the requirements of the new high school standards. The Academy continues to be
a fully approved high school as rated by the State Department of Education. We also are accredited by the New
England Association of Schools and Colleges.
In June 1987, we graduated 153 seniors with 40 of our seniors also receiving Certificated of Proficiency from
the Regional Vocational School in Concord. Just under 50% chose to continue their education at the post-secondary
level.
Our students have continued to perform well on the SAT's. This year's results on the verbal section were 446
and on the math section were 462, as compared with last year's results of 462 and 508 respectively.
We are concerned about the alcohol and substance abuse problems which directly and indirectly affect our
students and are continuously working to provide information to and assistance for our students. Pembroke
Academy received grants from the New Hampshire Public Health Trust and from the State of New Hampshire
which have helped us continue our efforts in this area. We held a seminar for a cross section of our community
and have met with many professionals in order to develop an ongoing program to better assist our students.
We are continuing to monitor our student dropout figures, which are well below the state levels, and will con-
tinue to work with the "at risk" students to improve these figures. Pembroke Academy's rate was 12% over
a typical class' four high school year period. The state average is just under 25%.
The faculty at Pembroke Academy has remained stable with only four changes for this school year; Ms. Deborah
Brousseau, Special Education Liaison; Mrs. Jane Vaitkunas, Math; and Mr. Peter Mehegan, French; and Mrs.
Paula Bailey, part-time French/Spanish. New positions added include: Mr. Richard Pickering, Physical Educa-
tion/Science and Mr. Lloyd Wescott, Humanities. Mrs. Virginia St. Martin, Home Economics, is filling a position
made available by a leave of absence.
Pembroke Academy was chosen to be part of a federally funded program called JAGS (Jobs for American
Graduates). This program is designed to assist New Hampshire high school seniors with the transition from school
to work. It uses career awareness and job preparation as its objectives. Mrs. Barbara Burns, Job Specialist, works
with our students in this program.
Again this year the opportunity for international travel was made available to our students. In April, a groups
of Academy students accompanied by a faculty member, three parents and two members of the community spent
five days touring England and then traveled to France where they toured for five days before returning home.
At the same time another group of students accompanied by two members of the faculty visited England and
concentrated on the theatre and Shakespeare related activities. Both groups have been meeting and making plans
for another trip next year. Pembroke Academy has continued to support an active foreign exchange student pro-
gram. This year we have hosted students from Finland, Austria, Denmark and Spain.
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Pembroke Academy students have been active in class, club, and athletic activities and have brought recogni-
tion to the Academy and themselves through their efforts. Student artwork was entered in the Boston Globe
art contest and a Gold Key Award was earned. Student artwork was displayed at Notre Dame College and at
the Family Bank and Trust. Two students won $500 awards in an essay contest sponsored by the Boston Globe.
An honors course entitled "The Scientist as a Humanist" is being piloted at Hopkinton High School this spring.
An Academy senior was one of twelve area students selected to attend this challenging program. We had three
students attend St. Paul's Advanced Studies Program for six weeks in the summer. Two of these students are
attending St. Paul's School during the school year in order to take advanced mathematice courses. An energy
fair was held in our gymnasium. Over 250 students displayed their projects which demonstrated alternative sources
of energy. Pembroke Academy musicians participated in the All-State Music Festival.
Student artwork was displayed and our jazz band performed at the Christa McAuliffe Education Festival. Eight
students were inducted into the Whittemore Chapter of the National Honor Society. Two students were designated
as "high scorere" by the Naional Merit Scholarship Board.
Pembroke Academy's athletic program has continued its outstanding reputation. Both the boys' and girls' var-
sity basketball teams earned places in the Class I tournaments. The girls' varsity softball team also earned a tour-
nament place. For the first time, Pembroke Academy fielded a girls' }V soccer team. This was a most popular
sport and they had a good season. The varsity field hockey team won a playoff game which earned it a place
in the Class I tournament. In addition to the above sports, the Academy offers cross country, basketball, and
track and field. Many athletes received recognition for their achievements throughout the year. Our varsity
cheerleaders won first place trophies in both the cheerleading and the dance competitions.
The Drama Club joined forces with Concord High School and presented two one-act plays. In the spring they
entered the one-act play competition at Plymouth State College. One of our members received the "Actress of
the Year" award. Foreign language clubs held a variety of scholarship fund raisers. They also sponsored a foreign
language week festival of activities to promote awareness of foreign languages. Latin students celebrated the
Ides of March at an archaeological "dig". The Future Business Leaders of America chapter was honored for be-
ing one of the top five chapters in the State, our local advisor was selected as "Advisor of the Year". Again
this year Pembroke Academy has a state officer. A Pembroke senior was elected North Atlantic Regional Vice
President of DECA. Having graduated, she is now working in the North Atlantic Region for DECA for one year.
The student senate sponsored two successful blood mobiles during the year. This group also organized a suc-
cessful winter carnival week. The Key Club sponsored a Thanksgiving dinner for over 350 senior citizens. Pem-
broke Academy was represented at the annual World Affairs Senioar for students which was held in Whitewater,
Wisconsin. This event was sponsored by the Hooksett Rotary Club. We also sent representatives to the Hugh
O'Brien Youth Leadership seminar and to both the Girls State and Boys State Conferences.
Our peer counselor group has continued to be recognized for its excellent training and its members are available
to assist fellow students as needed. This group has made several appearances at other schools to assist these
schools in starting similar programs.
Last year our junior class officers and their advisor planned and sponsored the first Academy chemical free
after prom party. Students spent the night at the YMCA enjoying the pool and other facilities. Following these
activities the group went ou* for breakfast before returning home via school bus.
During the year Pembroke Academy received the donation of an electric organ. The Academy and its music
department appreciates this generous gift given by Mr. Andre St. Germain of Pembroke.
As you can see Pembroke Academy continues to provide both academic and extracurricular challenges tor its
students. 1 would like to thank the community, the Pembroke School Board, the Administrator and the staff




Pembroke High Street School
Principal's Report 1987
The staff at Pembroke High Street School continues to work to provide a comprehensive program for the young
adolescents of Pembroke. It is through a committed staff that we have such a fine program. Staff works hard
not only in the classroom, but also in areas such as extracurricular activities, curriculum development, grant writing,
school improvement committees, and self-improvement. Everyone is concerned with providing both a quality
educational program and assisting students to work through the problems of "growing up".
Space and building inadequacies are having detrimental effects on the program we can offer to 6th-8th graders
.
The current High Street facility presents limitations to providing a full middle school program. Current difficulties
include:
— undersized classrooms for 6th-8th grade students
— undersized and inadequately designed art and music rooms
— no lab facilities for science
— inadequate and undersized facilities for special education
— no athletic field
— limited gym use due to shared cafeteria use
— no space for industrial arts
— no space for home economics
— undersized media center (library and computers)
— no handicapped access to 1987 building
— no room for additional classrooms; every space is currently used
Several years ago we were forced to hold classes in the locker rooms and hallways due to overcrowding. Move-
ment of the 4th and 5th grades to the Hill School temporarily alleviated that situation. Increase growth in Pem-
broke has once again brought us to a crowded situation. Despite these physical limitations many positive events
have occurred at Pembroke High Street School.
Last spring the High Street School participated in an evaluation of our Health Personal Development Program
through the New England School Development Education Council. Educators from other middle schools in New
England visited our school, talked to staff and students, and visited classes, their evaluation was very complimen-
tary and concluded that our program provided an excellent comprehensive coverage of health and developmen-
tal topics important to young adolescents.
This fall we were successful in our application for a grant through the Artist's in Residence Program. This pro-
gram places professional, practicing artists in schools to enhance the learning environment. A poet and short
story writer spent ten weeks working with students at our school. Students worked on their writing and con-
cluded the experience with a poetry reading. Student's work was collected in book form.
Extracurricular activities provide an important dimension to school life. In addition to social and athletic ac-
tivities, staff offer students the opportunity to participate in such activities as art club, drama club, computer
club, ski club, yearbook, newspaper, student government, and math club. The math club is a new activity this
year. Students interested in math have the opportunity to compete against students in other schools in the state.
Curriculum is continually examined for grades R-12 in Pembroke. This year the focus was on math and language
arts. A committee comprised of teachers from all Pembroke schools examined materials covered and methods
and materials used. The result is a written curriculum describing the various skills and knowledge students should
cover at each grade level.
New state standards require students to have a basic knowledge of computers prior to graduation from high
school. Last summer a committee from the High Street School wrote a computer curriculum that was accepted
by the state. The curriculum provides a sequence of instruction from grade 6-8 in computers. Students successfully
completing the instruction will meet the state requirements pripr to entering 9th grade.
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I would like to thank Dr. Paul DeMinico, our Superintendent, and the staff of the Central Office for their en-
couragement and advice. I also want to thank members of the School Board, parents, and community members
for their support of education in Pembroke.
Respectfully submitted,
Allen Zipke, Principal
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The new addition at Pembroke Hill continues to be a challenge as enrollment grows. September reached a
high of 468 students, an increase of 55 over June's figures. This growth increased our classrooms to 23, making
the grade level structure change yearly. The enrollment and grade structure as we ended December 1987 was:
4 Readiness classes/60 students; 5 Grade 1 classes with 104 students; 4 Grade 2 classes with 81 students; 4 Grade
3 classes with 85 students; 3 Grade 4 classes with 59 students; and 3 Grade 5 classes with 76 students; an overall
total of 465 students.
This increased enrollment and need for ancillary classrooms added a modular unit to our building to support
our Music and Art Programs. As we grow, we continue to utilize all possible space and offer a quality program
to all students.
While students and staff continue to progress and grow in the academic areas of education, parents have been
instrumental in two big programs this past year. Barbara Chase coordinated the installation of our new playgroung
that has been the big excitement at Pembroke Hill this year. Linda Johnson has worked very hard to coordinate
a Volunteer Program that has been very active and growing in hours by the month. It is always exciting to see
parents working with children in our classrooms.
My staff continued in different positions this year, and we welcome a few new people to our staff. Welcome
to Kevin Wason in Guidance, Emily Haywood in Speech and Ruth Ross in Chapter I. Welcome back to Loretta
Gagne and Anna Marie Varsalone who were on leave last year.
I would like to say thank you to all the staff at Pembroke Hill for their hard work and special concern for children.
Teachers are not only active daily with your children, but continue to grow professionally as they attend workshops
and conferences to keep up with current trends and programs. The Pembroke Hill teachers are very progressive
and child-centered. I am proud of them and what they do for your children.
Thank you to Dr. Paul DeMinico and his staff, the Pembroke School Board and you, our community, for your
continued concern and support of our school. It is your interest and help that make Pembroke Hill an exciting,
































Teresa Cardin, Special Education
June Day, Speech - Preschool
Nancy Earley, Speech






Ruth Ross, Chapter I





Joan Fowler, Special Education







Pembroke Annual Report of
School Health Services for
Pembroke Academy
1986-87
Report of Local Medical Services NUMBER
Pupils Examined 125









Ishehera's Test for Color Blindness 201







DEFECTS FOUND BY SCHOOL NURSE-TEACHER
Number seen or treated
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SPORTS PHYSICALS-by Gary A. Sobelson, MD &


















Helped for Vision Correction 2
Helped for Health Problems 2






IMMUNIZATION CLINICS BY CONCORD V.N.A.
& PEMBROKE WOMEN'S CLUB
DPT/DT 9
Polio 3
DENTAL HEALTH GRADES R-8










































































































































































































































Pembroke Academy Teacher Roster 1987-1988
GRADE/SUBJECT NAME SALARIES DEGREE
YEARS
EXPERIENCE
Social Studies Annis, Roy $22,997.00 BA+20 11
French (3/5) Bailey, Paula 12,084.00 BA+41 7
English Barnea, Anne M. 17,053.00 BA+12 2
Horticulture Bates, Jeanne 20,861.00 BA 9
Drafting Bonaceto, Arthur 23,741.00 BA+32 16
English Bonnett, Ronald 18,243.00 BA+3 4
Liaison Teacher Brousseau, Deborah 20,742.00 M.Ed. +6 5
English Cantara, Francoise 23,092.00 BA 12
English Christiansen, Allyn 24,371.00 BA+21 19
Industrial Arts Czarnosz, Jr., John 23,741.00 BA+15 14
Business Daniels, Susan 16,612.00 BA+15 8
Guidance Dolphin, Michael 26,121.00 MA +25 11
Social Studies Duval, Denise 18,867.00 BA 6
Math Edgecomb, Donald 24,741.00 BA+30 26
Art Ehmling, Carol 21,366 00 MA 6
School Couns. Foreman, Corinne 25,591.00 M.Ed. 15
Home Ec. Frangione, Barbara 23,741.00 BS+15 13
Industrial Arts Frechette, Leon 24,741.00 BA+16 23
Business Gardner, Claire 23,722.00 BA 19
Social Studies Gardner, William 24,371.00 BA+20 19
Spanish Gresham, Carole 20,861.00 BA+6 8
Speech Ther. Haywood, Emily 11,308.00 MA 8
Physical Education Hutchinson, Susan 16,487.00 BA 2
Math Johnson, Jeannie 18,867.00 BA+3 5
Music Jones, Duke 14,150.50 BA 6
Business Kazakavich, Judith 23,741.00 BA+18 20
Science Kelly, David 20,117.00 M.Ed. 3
Math Knapp, Thomas 19,492.00 BA & BS 7
Science Lamos, Susan 21,366.00 MA 6
Math McFall, Elizabeth 21,509.00 BA+21 10
French Mehegan, Peter 20,117.00 BA 8
English Miknaitis, Roger 20,766.00 BA+24 8
Tutor/Chapter I Palisi, Robert 8,925.00 BA 9V2
Phys. Ed./Sc. Pickering, Richard 16,101.00 BA 1
Home Ec. Propper, Shirley 23,092.00 BA 13
Math/Computer Quinney, Russell 20,117.00 MA 2
Chem./Physics Ray, Donna 25,591.00 MS 14
Science Riel, Cleon 20,766.00 BA+29 8
Home Ec. /Health St. Martin, Virginia 18,600.00 MA 1
English Sharp, Kenneth 23,092.00 BA 15
Sp. Smith, Nancy 20,861.00 BA+3 9
English Space, David 23,092.00 BA+12 19
Special Education Spaulding, Joan 3,026.16 4
Librarian Stamm, Barbara 25,405.90 MA +24 8
Social Studies Steenbergen, Arnold 24,741.00 BA+51 24
Industrial Arts Tucker, David 24,371.00 BA+18 20
Math Vaitkunas, Jane 26,121.00 MA +30 12
Science Wallace, Mark 26,121.00 MA +30 13
Business Watts, Joanne 21,991.00 MA +2 6
Eng./Soc. Stud. Wescott, Lloyd 23,092.00 BA
Reading Yeaton, Nancy 26,591.00 MA +6
Math (3/5) Zeaman, Jacqueline 12,51600 BA 8
Administrators
French/Latin Beaver, Karen 29,519.88 MA +30 22
Phys. Education Cloe, Edward 24,553.00 BA+2 20
Math Ellis, Arthur 28,178.99 BA+20 19
Science Frye, Harry 31,581.50 MA 22
Hum. Leader Hodgdon, David 31,303.00 MA +18 12
Career/Voc. Director Rush, Ronald 33,478.00 MA +17 24
Guidance Wrightington, Donald 30,192.00 MA 26
Nurse Mitchell, Shirley 14,371.00 RN 12
Asst. Headmaster Kelly, George 34,300.00 MA 31
Int. Headmaster Doore, Roberta 38,000.00 MA +17 20
Pembroke High Street Teacher Roster 1987-1988
YEARS
GRADE/SUBJECT NAME SALARIES DEGREE EXPERIENCE
Intermediate Buckingham, Amy 16,487.00 BA 2
Science Cambell, Mary 16,487.00 BA 2
Art Huppi, Susan 12,905.00 BA+30 9
Intermediate Jenna, Susan 18,243.00 BA 5
Music Jones, Duke 4,717.00 BA 6
French/English Leathers, Jacqueline 17,136.00 BA+15 2
Math/Science Lis, Carolyn 23,722.00 BA+8 16
Phys. Education Marston, Jonathan 19,492.00 BA 7
Math/Science Masters, Lesley 23,741.00 BA+15 13
English McGarrigle, Maureen 26,221.00 MA 17
English Niebrief, Julia 10,059.00 MA 4
Social Studies Onufry, Richard 19,516.00 BA+15 6
Intermediate Petit, Elizabeth 22,997.00 BA+26 11
Reading Wells, M. Cyrene 18,600.00 MA 1
Speech Ther. Haywood, Emily 2,262.00 MA 8
Resource Room Hill, Loretta 18,243.00 BA 5
Resource Room Wilson, Kathleen 21,509.00 BA+15 9
Guidance Couns. Farese, John 20,742.00 MA 5
Nurse Perron, Geraldine 10,127.21 BA 23
Principal Zipke, Allen 36,255.00 CAGS 18
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Pembroke Hill School Teacher Roster 1987-1988
YEARS
GRADE/SUBJECT NAME SALARIES DEGREE EXPERIENCE
Primary Beaudry, Nancy 24,371.00 BA+24 28
Primary Cassidy, Susan 20,117.00 BA 8
Elementary Cate, Betty 21,991.00 MA 7
Primary Cotter, Nancy 25,591.00 MA 13
Primary DeFelice, Judy 24,371.00 BA+15 17
Elementary-3 Dubois, Crystal 17,618.00 BA 4
Primary Furlong, Cathleen 24,847.00 MA 11
Elementary Gagne, Loretta 23,092.00 BA+5 16
Elementary Gaynor, Patricia 23,092.00 BA 13
Phys. Education Gesen, Kristin 16,487.00 BA 2
Intermediate Guiliano, Sophie 24,741.00 BA+23 20
Music Hayes, Ellen 18,243.00 BA 5
Art Huppi, Susan 8,604.00 BA+30 9
Elementary-R Lanseigne, Carol 18,243.00 BA 5
Primary Lister, Virginia 22,616.00 MA 8
Elementary Loiselle, Claire 23,092.00 BA 13
Primary Lugg, Sheila 24,371.00 BA+39 24
Elementary Murphy, Nancy 20,117.00 BA 8
Primary Poznanski, Margaret 20,766.00 BA+15 8
Intermediate Raduazo, Julie 20,861.00 BA 9
Primary Robinson, Patricia 20,117.68 BA 8
Primary Sarapin, Beverly 23,741.00 BA+15 14
Primary Todd, Judith 20,861.00 BA+6 9
Primary Varsalone, Anna 20,117.00 BA 9
Intermediate Vaughn, Nancy 23,722.00 BA 18
Primary Wolf, Marilyn 24,371.00 BA+20 33
Resource Room Cardin, Teresa 18,243.00 BA+3 5
Speech Ther. Earley, Nancy 18,867.00 BA 6
Speech Ther. Haywood, Emily 9,046.00 MA 8
Resource Room Valine, Sandra 17,053.00 BA 2
Guidance Wason, Kevina 21,366.00 MA 2
Nurse Perron, Geraldine 10,127.21 BA 23
Librarian Weisiger, Kathleen 23,741.00 BA+20 12
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Cooke N. Eames Pembroke 02-06-63
Anne C. Jacob Pembroke 11-20-61
Daniel J. Messier Pembroke 10-16-53
Rosemany A. Martin Pembroke 10-25-52
Bruce D. Coffin
Debra A. Blais




Douglas E. Smith Epsom 08-31-60
Pamela M. Halen Pembroke 09-20-63
Carl B. Savage Pembroke 08-15-65
Antoinette L. Paquette Pembroke 02-23-68
Michael M. Bourque Concord 12-06-62
Robin L. Furman Pembroke 08-06-64
Jonathan M. Plummer Concord 02-12-64
Jennifer L. Nadeau Pembroke 01-05-69
Bruce J. Marshall Pembroke 01-08-64
Linda C. Levesque Manchester 05-15-64
Michael J. Jewell Pembroke 08-02-60
Janice M. Lavallee Concord 10-28-60
John G. Seymour Pembroke 12-20-62
Sherry E. Schwartz Pembroke 05-20-60
Laurence H. Piper Pembroke 05-10-30
Michele J. Wernert Pembroke 12-01-38
Joseph J. Doucet Pembroke 07-25-63
Lynn M. Laverdiere Pembroke 09-16-66
David A. Jelley Pembroke 08-27-52
Pauline E. Alexander Pembroke 07-11-63
Brian W. Mudgett Meredith 05-07-66
Heather M. Grandmaison Pembroke 11-21-66
Mohd-Mordzukhi Mohd-Zaki Pembroke 06-03-59
Nik Rohana Haji-Abd-Latiff Pembroke 07-12-55
Daniel G. Tassie Hooksett 04-15-65
Karen A. Arpin Pembroke 06-02-66
Ernest Holland Pembroke 04-25-52
Linda D. Young Pembroke 08-15-40
Anthony R. Davis Pembroke 11-10-66
Lisa M. Drew Pembroke 07-21-67
Jonathan W. Moore
Lynda F. Woods
Francis W. Davis Pembroke 05-06-37
Patricia A. Lottero Penacook 10-10-42
Paul I.W. Calkins, Jr. Manchester 09-13-64
Nina M. Beauchesne Pembroke 10-11-63
Richard Beacom Pembroke 12-25-56
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Pembroke Births—1987
Date Place Name of Child Sex Father Mother
Jan. 8 Concord Michael James Marcotte
Jan. 15 Concord Kim Ann Laliberte
Jan. 16 Manchester Adam Tyler Kingsbury
Jan. 22 Allenstown Umar Bin Shafee
Jan. 27 Manchester Rodney Albert Lauffer
Jan. 29 Concord Theresa Elizabeth Hildreth
Feb. 1 Manchester Ashley Melissa Perkins
Feb. 2 Concord Benjamin James Parker
Feb. 4 Manchester Kimberly Elizabeth Flill
Feb. 4 Concord Brian Gregory Foster
Feb. 7 Concord Mary Ann Grimes
Feb. 12 Concord Sean Thomas Keefe
Feb. 14 Concord Ashley Theresa Youmatz
Feb. 19 Concord Tristan Anthony Barrett
Feb. 21 Deny Danielle Justine Malatesta
Feb. 26 Concord Ashley Marie Willman
Mar. 2 Concord Anne Justina Manter
Mar. 10 Concord Michael Paul Bryant
Mar. 21 Concord Todd Andrew Folsom
Mar. 25 Concord Tyson James Campbell
Mar. 27 Concord Christopher John St.Onge
Mar. 27 Concord Jerome Paul Bouchard
Mar. 27 Concord Matthew N. C. Harding
Apr. 1 Manchester Alam
Apr. 6 Laconia Stacy Maxine Seidner
Apr. 8 Laconia Heather Ann Polovick
Apr. 8 Concord Eric Denton Smith
Apr. 12 Manchester Ashley Rose Chapdelaine
Apr. 16 Concord Kelsi Danielle Cahow
Apr. 17 Hanover Kelly Elizabeth Gordon
Apr. 22 Concord Robert John Buchanan
Apr. 26 Manchester Elizabeth Mary Vincent
Apr. 29 Concord Chad Daniel Luckern
May 1 Manchester Jillian Ryan Martin
May 13 Concord Stephen John Langtry
May 13 Manchester Michael Gerard Lacerte
May 15 Manchester Cara Bridget Haley
May 22 Concord Matthew Ryan Kowalik
May 22 Concord Joshua William Valley
May 29 Concord Amanda Lee Mischke
June 3 Pembroke Naomi Ruth Johnston
June 8 Concord Laura Annalise Authier
June 9 Manchester Sean Paul Leary
June 12 Manchester Dustin William Chase
June 14 Concord Emily Ann Clark
June 16 Concord Alex Bronson Laventure
June 18 Concord Meaghan Eden Littlefield
M Paul E. Marcotte
F Gerard R. Laliberte
M Kerry Lee Kingsbury
M Shafee Hashim
M Russell J. Lauffer
F Austin S. Hildreth
F Christopher W. Perkins
M James H. Parker
F John A. Hill
M Gary R. Foster
F Stanley F. Grimes, Jr.
M Francis M. Keefe
F Vincent W. Youmatz, Jr.
M Anthony W. Barrett
F David J. Malatesta
F Wayne E. Willman
F Thomas W. Manter
M Kenneth P. Bryant
M Gary E. Folsom
M Richard W. Campbell
M David R. St.Onge
M Claude J. Bouchard
M William N. Harding
M Hayder Alam
F Gary U. Seidner
F Joseph A. Polovick
M Todd D. Smith
F Andre R. Chapdelaine
F David A. Cahow
F Philip R. Gordon
M Stephen P. Buchanan
F Michael C. Vincent
M Thomas D. Luckern
F John S. Martin
M Rick W. Langtry
M Gerard R. Lacerte
F Thomas J. Haley
M James R. Kowalik
M William M. Valley
F David S. Mischke
F Stephen P. Johnson
F Robert N. Authier
M Daniel J. Leary
M William G. Chase, Jr.
F Kevin R. Clark
M Russell K. Laventure

















































Date Place Name of Child Sex Father Mother
F Randell S. Holmes Linda Lee Hilliard
F Bruce R. Bouvier Michele M. Johnson
M Edmund F. Hogan Andrea R. Anderson
F Ronald A. Bourassa Lisa Anne Hickey
F Stephen J. Kilmain Nancy McAleavey
M Jack C. Menard Cynthia E. Waterhouse
M Glen W. Dubuque Denise M. Nadeau
F Robert F. Wiley Lynne Ann Deans
F Mark M. Gray Kathy A. Champagne
F Issihaka A.M. Kibodya Diana D. Thamage
M Francis Flood Kathleen J. Michael
F Graig A. Batley Betsy Fairbanks
M Jeffrey H. Batula Alyssa Ann Logdahl
M Jeffrey H. Batule Alyssa Ann Logdahl
M Dennis M. Gray Janine J. Vincent
F Brock R. Putney Barbara Hill
F David A. Bean Theresa M. Morrissey
F John L. Letendre Louise E. Benninghove
F Peter J. O'Rourke Christina M. Jacob
F Blakely V. Miner, Jr. Darlene I. Nadeau
F Michael F. Gibeau Gail M. Brown
M David K. Pike Clare E. Howard
F Richard B. Carry Diane Beaulieu
F David R. Caza Priscilla Hemond
M Kenneth L. Dow, Sr. Colinda J. Mandigo
F Charles R. Demers Tracy Lee Earley
M Jamie D. Miller Judith Rolka
M Judson E. Jordan Ann M. Descoteaux
M Gary D. Berube Deborah J. Barton
F Henry T. Pratte Sylvia C. Tobey
F James E. Stanley Lisa Gee
F Van J. LaFermine Susan J. Faretra
M Matthew Hanna Katherine J. Kenda
F John L. Moran Patricia Ann Girard
M Paul B. Desfosses Catherine R. Whike
F Robert A. Thibeault, Jr. Debra L. Hanscom
F Christopher S. Ober Nancy M. Ehie
F Dale Lee Harlan Joyce Evelyn Bassett
M Pierre A. Blais Joyce L. Barry
F Richard P. Bertolami Dianne Marie Cannon
F Bradley J. Robertson Michele K. Chase
M Jeffrey J. List Melissa W. Via id
F David R. Bryant Donna M. Tucaiolla
M William J. McLaughlin, Sr. Belinda N. Stout
F John T. Taylor 1 vniu- h. Barnaln
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Date Place Name Age Sex Birthplace Occupation Father Mother
Jan. 17 Manchester Lillian M. Joyal 81 F NH Housekeeper Ovide Joyal Georgian LeBrun
Feb. 1 Concord Richard J. Holland 73 M NH Auditor James Holland Mary Peaslee
Feb. 13 Pembroke Alma R. McQueen 71 F VT Housewife Israel Mercier Anna Mercier
Feb. 19 Manchester Robert Connell Smith 74 M NH Maintenance Elmer Smith Ethel Connell
Apr. 5 Manchester Lillian R. Ruggiero 35 F MA Housewife David Smith Ruth Freeland
Apr. 17 Hanover Kelly E. Gordon 9 hrs. F NH Philip Gordon Marion Letendre
Apr. 25 Hanover Magdalene Pierce 74 F NY Clerical Clark Swift Ida Graham
May 2 Concord Clara C. Evans 89 F NH Asst. Treas. George Evans Emma Grant
May 3 Hanover Beatrice P. Kittredge 71 F NH Secretary Oscar Page Lea Brunette
May 17 Concord Leo Berube 17 M NH Student Edward Berube Cecile Duford
July 6 Concord Leah Pennell 24 F NY Accountant Thomas Fennell Peggy Paquette
July 8 Pembroke Vera G. Maroney 79 F NH Dietary Aide Byron French Harriet Davis
July 20 Concord Ernest P. Plourde 61 M NH Proj. Supervisor Phillippe Plourde Delphine Boudreau
July 21 Concord Wendy Lou Colby 24 F NH Store Clerk Richard Colby Evelyn Hamel
July 25 Concord George T. Hillman 77 M NH Gas & Tire Dlr. George Hillman, Sr. Sarah Kimball
July 31 Concord Eva V. Daneault 90 F NH Textile Wrkr. George Verville Marie Joyal
Aug. 6 Concord Frank E. Morrison 77 M NH Farmer Frank S. Morrison Mabel Greene
Aug. 7 Concord Marie Rose Labbe 91 F NH Housewife Anselm Gauthier Amanda Castonguay
Aug. 14 Concord Lawrence E. Labrie 56 M NH Bank V-P Albert Labrie Cancia LaPlante
Aug. 16 Concord Alberta R. Martin 59 F NH Electronics Wrkr. John J. Tassis Bemadette Viens
Sept. 12 Concord Paul G. Blazon 63 M NH Technician Louis Blazon Bertha Robert
Sept. 20 Concord Sean Patrick Dwyer 18 M NH Student Robert E. Dwyer Sheila Hutchins
Sept. 22 Manchester Alice Exilda Joyal 75 F NH Textile Wrkr. Ovide Joyal Georgiana LeBrun
Sept. 23 Concord Ronald G. Reed, Jr. 17 M NJ Student Ronald G. Reed, Sr. Diane Mattson
Sept. 23 Concord Donald W. Flanders, Sr. 62 M NH SE/Wria\Serv. Archie Flanders Gertrude Lewis
Sept. 28 Manchester John W. Taillon 40 M MA Ed. Case Mgr. Alcide W. Taillon Felicia Marchut
Sept. 30 Concord Patrick George Caron 35 M NH Textile Super. Arthur Garon Kathleen Cyr
Oct. 4 Pembroke L. Evelyn Larson 73 F MA Nurse Carl Larson Ida Gustafson
Oct. 22 Concord Nancy E. Barton 69 F MA Nurse W. Frank Rossman Elizabeth Bartlett
Nov. 8 Pembroke Robert W. Day 75 M KY Mechanic Robert E. Lee Day Alice K. Moore
Nov. 11 Manchester Elsie H. Anderson 92 F NH Shoeworker Henry W. Hoytt Myrtle Colbv
Nov. 13 Pembroke Cora C. French 78 F NH Housewife John A. Cate Ida Farnham
Nov. 22 Manchester Raymond Paul Gagnon 75 M NH Highway Wrkr. Edward Gagnon Barbara Hoffman
Dec. 19 Pembroke Yvonne T. Lessels 60 F NH Beautician George Jean Emeranda St.Germaine
Dec. 25 Concord Lawrence Partridge 49 M NH Machinist Fred Partridge Viola Allen
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